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We will be closing Sunday,Jan ifth flint
closed through Jan. 24th to complete remodeling.

Re-opening Monday,Jan.25th at 11 a.m.
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By DEBBIE BAITEIGER
Staff Writer

"I just found out (Tuesday), I'm really parents, Tony and Lisa Brannon;
excited," he said.
his FFA adviser Jacob Falwell;
Matt Chaliff, Agricultural Education and his FBLA adviser Ashley
Consultant/FFA Executive Secretary, Fritsche. He submitted a video
said that students were asked to create a based on the television show
business pitch to compete in the "Shark Tank."
statewide contest.
"My parents really wanted me
-The Entrepreneurship Event requires to do it. It was a whirlwind,"
students to create a pitch to investors for Brannon said. "I competed in our
their business idea in the form of a 4-6 local school contest and then I
minute video. They also submit a one submitted a video to win (the
Brannon
page executive summary which outlines state contest)."
plans for the business," Chaliff said.
Chaliff said that the statewide contest
Brannon said he was encouraged by takes several variables into account.

Ledger & Tunes Me photo
Monica Shaw, a Murray State University alumnus now residing in Franklin, roars down the track in her Beauty & the
Beast John Deere tractor during last year's Outlaw Truck & Tractor Pull at the Cherry Exposition Center on the MSU
campus.

One of the staples of the annual
events and entertainment schedule of
a Murray State University venue
returns this weekend.
The Cherry Exposition Center will
be filled with the rumble of highpowered machinery in action Friday
and Saturday nights as the 37th annual Championship Truck & Tractor
Pull features vehicles from throughout the region.
"It has been one of our best events,"
said Janeen Feagin of the Expo
Center. "It does bring in a lot of people, and that's not just from the
Murray area. It's people from all over
this area who conie to this.
"What I really like about it, though,
is not only do we have good crowds
but it's a good, all-around, family
thing, and it really gets me to see kids
coming in with their parents,and even
)0- See TRUCKS, TRACTORS Page 2
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Pologruto: Residents did well Shoe 'free relocates,embraces same tradition
Tuesday with CO emergency
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"Videos are judged based on
the quality of the business plan
including: rationale for choosing
the business venture, proposed
product/service, marketing plan,
financing plan and projected
budget," he said.
"Points are also given for the'
overall effect of the presentation
and the quality of the video."
In the schoolwide contest,:
Fritsche said that there were three•
)•• See BRANNON Page 2

By JOHN WRIGHT
Nal Writer
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to Ledger 8, Times
subscriber:

City of Murray Fire Chief Eric
Pologruto said the activation of a carbon monoxide detector averted a
potential tragedy Tuesday night at a
home on Martin Chapel Road.
However, while the detector did its
job in alerting the residence,
Pologruto Pologruto said it was the immediate
action of the residents that proved
most valuable.
"They did a great job. As soon as that detector went
off,they left the house and that's what has to happen,"
Pologruto said of the incident that was reported at
6:2'7 p.m. Tuesday. "They later told us that they had
been experiencing headaches the last 24 hours, so
whatever was going on could've been happening for
s. See RESIDENTS, CO Page 2

Murray State University's
time-honored Shoe Tree has
an undeniable presence on
campus as students, faculty
and Murrayans know from an
early age.
Yet the seemingly ancient
trunk behind Pogue Library
with hundreds of shoes has
been moved. The new tree
that will hold all of the current flip flops, tennis shoes
and smattering of baby shoes
is only a few feet away from
the last one but the move was
an important decision if the
tradition was to continue.
"We have to change the
tree, but it's inconsistent, it

See SHOE TREE Pages
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Time.
A bare spot remains last week where the famed Shoe Tree at Murrill)
State University had stood as the new tree, already featuring pairs of
shoes from couples who met at MSU, is displayed a short distance from
the spot
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Trucks,tractors
rumble 'n roar
in Expo Center
this weekend

See HAGAN CASE Pege
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Brannon wins state ag award

Like many high school juniors and seniors, Calloway County High School junior Jonah Brannon is beginning to look to
Staff Report
Two weeks ago, the family of his future.
He said he wants to go to Murray State
Murrayan Erica Faith Hagan
found out the suspect in her University and major in Agribusiness. He
may be off to a good start.
murder was to go free.
Brannon is the first place state winner
This week,
they have been of the fifth annual Kentucky Association
informed by for Career and Technical Education
the
Chilean Entrepreneurship Event.
authorities that
the prosecutor
in the case has
filed an appeal
to a higher
court, Hagan's
maternal
Hagan
grandmother
Barbara McCormick said.
The appeal - which by
Chilean law had to be filed
within five days of the initial
decision - seeks to charge
Domingo Cofre with murdering
Hagan.
Cofre, 44, was accused of
killing Hagan by blunt force
trauma. Hagan, 22, was in the
South American country teach-.
ing Chilean children the English
language when she was killed
on Sept. 5,2014.
On Dec. 31, 2015, the family
received an email from the
prosecutor that detailed the

[In talking about others having the right to be supported in
their ministry, the apostle Paul
says,] But I have not used any
of these rights. And I am not
writing this in the hope that
you will do such things for me.
I would rather die than have
anyone deprive me of this
boast.
1 Corinthians 9:15
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Library Board
makes picks
for architect,
new trustees

WEATHER
Chance of precipitation is
80%.
Friday Night: A slight
chance of rain and snow
midnight.
before
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 30.
Northwest wind 6 to 11 mph,
with gusts as high as 18 mph.
Chance of precipitation is
20%.
Saturday: Partly sunny,
with a high near 38. Northwest
wind around 10 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 24.
Northwest wind around 9
mph.
Sunday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 33. Northwest
wind 9 to 11 mph.
Night: Mostly
Sunday
cloudy, with a low around 17.
With wind around 9 mph.
M.L.King
Day: Partly
sunny, with a high near 28.
North wind around 9 mph.
Monday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 16.
North wind 7 to 9 mph.
Tuesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 32. North
northeast wind around 8 mph
becoming east southeast in
the morning.

TODAY
54

51

44

30

Daly Forecast
! lb* Matissial Weather Sonia
Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 54. South southwest wind 9 toll mph, with
gusts as high as 18 mph.
Thursday
Night:
Showers likely and possibly
la thunderstorm after midnight. Increasing clouds,
'with a low around 44. South
wind 9 to 13 mph, with gusts
as high as 20 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 60%.
Friday: Showers and possibly a thunderstorm before
noon, then a chance of
showers. High near 51.
South wind 10 to 13 mph
becoming west northwest in
the afternoon. Winds could
gust as high as 21 mph.

•RESIDENTS, CO...
From Front
days.
. "Carbon monoxide is just so
dangerous. It is odorless, colorless, tasteless. That's why it's so
critical to have these detectors
in the home."
Other than headaches, no
other immediate indications of
injury from exposure was noted,
Pologruto said. He added that it
was unknown if the residents
sought medical attention; an
ambulance was not called to the
scene.
"If you have any symptoms,
though (along with headache,
this would include dizziness,
nausea, shortness of breath), at
the minimum,I'd call your personal doctor or go to the emergency room at a hospital or an
urgent care center to be evaluated," Pologruto said. "This is the
thing about this. The level of
concern is when carbon monoxide levels reach above only 9
parts per million, and some
detectors may not activate until
it reaches 50 parts per million.
The danger is that as the symptoms grow, and you become
unconscious, it goes to like
3,000 parts per million and
you'll be dead in 30 minutes.
"If we notice that a resident is
showing stronger symptoms,
such as an altered state of con-

sciousness, we absolutely would
call for an ambulance. We also
do carry oxygen on our trucks
so we would administer that as
well."
Pologruto said a crew of three
firefighters from Station 2 handled Tuesday's call. He said
investigation showed a malfunction of some type with the
house's HVAC system.
Natural gas to the house was
turned off and the inside of the
residence was ventilated with
fans. Pologruto also said that the
residents were asked not to stay
inside the house until the HVAC
system has been serviced and
the problem corrected.
"There is more risk for this
kind of thing at this time of year,
though,"
Pologruto
said.
"Carbon monoxide is a byproduct of any fuel-burning process,
which includes your fireplaces
or gas logs, wood-burning
stoves, anything like that, and
those things are in heavy use
right now with the temperature
dropping in the last few days.
"If people don't have a detector in their homes, our suggestion at the fire department is that
they get one as soon as possible.
And if you already have one and
you hear it go off, you need to
do exactly what these people did
(Tuesday) night. Leave the
property and call 911." III

NOTICE
• The Calloway County School District Board of Education
•
meet at 6 p.m. today at the central office, 2110 College
Farm Road. Agenda items include: Recognitions/presentalions (School Board Appreciation Month, Calloway County
schools test scores report); recess for a special meeting of the
Calloway County School District Finance Corporation (election of officers); financial report; ATC claims; public forum
(Health and Wellness policy); Every Kid in a Park
Transportation grant; consent agenda; personnel and other
reports; superintendent's report; public comments.
• The Calloway County Fiscal Court Solid Waste Committee
will meet at 10 a.m. Friday in the first-floor conference room of
the Calloway County Courthouse. Agenda items will include:
Selection of 2016 committee chair; review of nuisance ordinance; property complaint review.
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The Calloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees took
action on the selection of an
architect for the proposed construction and renovation of the
library as well as selecting two
potential trustees at their meeting
Wednesday night.
The Building Committee, a
Photo provided
Former Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner James Corner watches 5th District state Rep. smaller subset group containing
Kenny Imes (R-Murray), left, notarizes paperwork Wednesday afternoon in Frankfort as two members of the board as
Corner officially became a candidate for the Kentucky 1st District United States House of well as representatives from the
Friends of the Library and the
Representatives seat. Also shown is 1st District state Rep. Steven Rudy (R-Kevil), right
staff, presented the 5253 Design
Group of Louisville as their pick.
Chris Cottongim, principal
architect at the 5253 Design
Group of Louisville was the third
architect to present and emphasized his experience with library
design in Kentucky, with 15
completed structures under his
Special to The Ledger
General Assembly. Rep. Kenny graduate of Murray State belt.
Flanked by a majority of the Imes (R-Murray), who repre- University and the University of
The 5253 Design Group is
state legislators from across the sents Calloway and Trigg Kentucky School of Law. responsible for the design of pubFirst Congressional District, Counties, notarized Corner's
Tiffany Kessler of Columbia in lic libraries in Madison and
James Comer officially filed his official paperwork. Also joining
Adair County will serve as cam- Mercer counties,as well as many
paperwork to run for United Comer were Minority Leader
other counties and colleges in the
States Representative. Comer,a Jeff Hoover (R- Jamestown), paign field representative for the state. His past work utilizes the
Republican
from
Monroe Sen. Danny Carroll (R- Eastern portion of the district. arts and craft style with particular
County,
would
replace Paducah), Rep. Bart Rowland Kessler and her husband Eddie attention to stonework.
Congressman Ed Whitfield, who (RTompkinsville), Rep. are small business owners and
"He was the overwhelming
is retiring after 22 years in Richard Heath (R- Mayfield), graduates of Lindsey Wilson favorite after each of us ranked
Washington.
and Rep. Kim King (R- College.
the four firms based on their
Rep. Barn Carney (R- Harrodsburg), all representing
James Cotner is a fanner and experience, likeability, workabilCampbellsville) and
Rep. counties
in
the
First small business owner in Monroe ity and cost structure," said board
Steven Rudy (R- Paducah) Congressional District.
Ricky Lamkin.
County. He is the past Kentucky member
signed Comer's official papers
Corner also announced that
The Board moved forward
to run. Carney represents Taylor Caroline Cash of Fancy Farm in Commissioner of Agriculture with a vote to approve the 5253
and Adair Counties and Rudy Graves County will serve as his and a former Kentucky State Design Group as the firm responrepresents McCracken, Ballard, campaign manager. Cash is an Representative. Corner and his sible for the preliminary analysis
Carlisle, Hickman, and Fulton attorney with extensive cam- wife Ti. have three children and of future construction and renoCounties in the Kentucky paign experience. Cash is a reside in Tompkinsville.•
vation of the current library.
"I think we're taking the right
steps to move forward rationally
and tried to be as prepared as we
can to make this decision," said
Teresa Betts, president of the
From Front
Board.
their grandparents. It's become
"I think we also learned a lot
a tradition thing, kind of a handfrom all four presentations. That
me-down thing where families
process was really helpful to all
(1 C,4
have been coming to this for
of us just because we saw the full
many years and now the next
range," said board member Ryan
generation is going to it and it
Alessi."We had to pick only one,
just keeps going from there."
but we definitely learned someThe object of the activity is
thing from all four of them."
simple. Several classes of modiThe Board of Trustees went
fied pickup trucks and tractors,
into closed session for discussion
many of which do not moderateto determine the two potential
ly resemble tractors most assoapplicants for the vacant position
ciate with work in fields or on
on the Board.
farms, will be connected to a
The two applicants selected are
large sled. The vehicles that pull
Constance
Alexander
and
the sled the farthest win and
Ledger & Times file photo Catherine Lanier. They will send
prize money is on the line.
The annual Truck & Tractor Pull sessions at the Cherry these two names to the Kentucky
Some classes will pay as much
Exposition Center on the campus of Murray State University Department for Libraries and
as $700 for first place.
attract some of the biggest crowds the facility has each year. Archives for procedural purposes
Show times are 7:30 p.m. both
This year's event returns to the Expo Center Friday and and send the two applications to
Friday and Saturday. Advanced
Judge/
Calloway
County
adult tickets are $15 in advance Saturday evenings.
Executive Larry Elkins for selecand can be purchased at the
with children 5-10 admitted for
For more information, contact tion.
Expo Center box office. At the
Alexander or Lanier will be
$8. Children 4 and under are the Expo Center at 270-809door, those tickets will be $18
chosen based on their applicafree.
3125.•
tions submitted to the Board.

Comer officially files paperwork
to become candidate for Congress

•BRAN NON wins state ag award...

▪ • To report a Town Crier item call 753-1916.
•-•

Sy MORGAN WILLIAMS
Staff Writer

•TRUCKS, TRACTORS...

Town Crier

From Front
students competing for the
chance to go to state.
"We were only allowed to
send one entry on so we held an
inhouse competition. Both
groups did an amazing job but

ew Concor
urc
h the Murra
ger & Times
at Dee

Jonah's entry won and advanced tured Brannon Agri-Energy's
to the state contest," she said.
solar panels as a platform.
Fritsche said the school is
"I was really confident (about
proud of his accomplishments.
the video); I put my best foot
"Jonah is already an entrepre- forward on it," he said."I talked
neur so this event was some- about the solar panels and how
thing he easily excelled in. He it works."
created a short video detailing
The video also detailed his
his business, Brannon Agri- marketing plan, the financial
Energy, and impressed us all breakdown of his product and
with his detailed knowledge of what the investment of the
how his business operates," she "CTE Shark Tank" panel would
said.
be.
"We are all very proud of
Brannon was awarded the
Jonah for winning this event grand prize of $1,000.
and can't wait to see how he
Falwell said that Brannon is
uses his winnings to support an example of what they try to
Brannon Agri-Energy."
teach students at Calloway
The video,called "CTE Shark County High School.
Tank" was 5:53 long and fea"I am very proud of Jonah
ar•
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NOTICE

Obama and Hillary have declared war on the American
people and their guns, yet distinguished Yale scholar John
Lott's extensive research shows that the more legal guns in
a county - the less crime in that county - and that's a fact!
Come hear Dr. Don Duncan,retired professor at MSU,talk
about "The Apple Seed Program Nationwide" and also Mr.
Greg Delancey,Republican.Co. Chairman gives "an update
on the Presidential Caucus for Ky." on the 3rd Monday,Ian.
18th at 6 p.m. at Pagliai's (in backroom). If you desire to
eat,come at 5:30 p.m. says Dan Walker,Program Chaining'.
Sponsored by the Concerned Taxpayers of Western
Kentucky.
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winning this award. He is a
prime example of the quality
students we have at CCHS,"
Falwell said. "Jonah took his
agriculture background, and
used his sense of business to
make an award winning video
and ended up with $1,000!"
Falwell said Brannon is on the
road to success.
"The young man takes advantage of opportunities that are
before him, and this is just
another example. As an FFA
and FBLA member, he sets a
great example for us all," he
said.
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Dear Calloway Taxpayer

a

Murray L
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• The Calloway County
Courthouse, 101 S. Fifth
St., will be closed Monday
in order to observe the holiday
commemorating
Martin Luther King Jr.'s
birthday.
This means that anyone
having to conduct business
of any type with a county
government office that
Inside
the
operates
Courthouse needs to handle that business today or
Friday.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
IkM

BOOK CLUB
REVIEW
By Sandy Linn
Guest Writer

A Week in
Winter
Photo provided

by Maeve Binchy

Dance, Dance, Dance

CCPL Brown Bag Book Groups kicked off the
new year with discussions featuring A Week In
Winter by Maeve Binchy.
Chicky Starr loved Stoneybridge,a small town
on the west coast of Ireland where all the families know one another. She watched as her siblings moved away and made their lives, but she
was content with her life in Stoneybridge; living
at home and working in the local knitting. And
then she met Walter Starr, a young wealthy
American, who swept her off her feet and off to
America.
Shortly after arriving in America, Walter
leaves her. Believing that she will never be able
to return to Stoneybridge, she begins making a
new life for herself under the tutelage of Mrs.
Cassidy,
proprietress
of
Select
Accommodations. With Mrs. Cassidy's guidance she becomes adept at the ins and outs of
running an inn, begins to have a social life and
reconnects with her family. After 20 years in
America and pretending she's been widowed by
Walter, whom she never actually married,
Chicky Starr returns to Stoneybridge to turn an
old, decaying mansion set high on the cliffs into
an inn.
Although everyone doubts that she will be
able to accomplish such a lofty goal, Chicky
enlists the help of "Rigger, a bad boy turned
good who is handy around the house and Orla,
her niece who is a whiz at business."
After long months of planning
"Chicky is finally ready to wel
guests to Stone House.", Each •eettet
group of travelers arrives with their own secrets
and dreams. There is John,the American movie
star, who believes he has arrived unrecognized
by the remote townspeople;"Winnie and Lillian
who have unintentionally been forced into taking a holiday together; Nicola and Henry, husband and wife, have been shaken by seeing too
much death practicing medicine; Anders, a
young man miserable in his father's business
and who yearns to be a musician; Miss Nell
Howe, a mean-spirited retired schoolteacher,

Sandra & Kailey's Dance Studio of Murray and Paris, Tennessee recently attended the
DanceMakers, Inc. "Love Conquers All" tour in Nashville. They danced, on average, 6 hours
each day for 2 days, under world renowned instructors. Instructors, pictured from left to right
and seated, are Tom Alexander, Rebecca Retter, Keith Clifton, Kathryn McCormick, Brooke
Paulsen-Zelus, Dejan Tubic and Matt Tseng. Students, from left to right and standing, are
Ellanore Simmons, Lucy Bums, Cyra Perry, Kara Barnhart, Molly Armstrong, Briley Stone,
Miss Kailey and Monique Gray.

\ A ( I.
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The Yeiser Art Center to present 'Teen Spirit'

-

who criticizes everything and everybody and
Freda, the librarian, who is afraid of her own
psychic visions."
Binchy's beautifully descriptive writing will
have readers yearning for a visit to Stone House
and a chance to sip tea with Chicky and her
guests. A Week In Winter is highly recommended. Jan Karon fans will find the novel particularly enjoyable.
Binchy (May 28, 1940-July 30, 2012) was an
Irish journalist and a best-selling author of novels and short stories about small-town Irish life,
•
Fenny Candle, •
. A-Weeklirr
was published
ly.
CCPL's Brown Bag Book Groups welcomes
new members. To learn more about Brown Bag
Book Groups and other CCPL Book Clubs
please visit the Calloway County Public
Library, 710 Main Street, Murray, KY 42071 or
online at www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

Special to the Lodger
The Yeiser Art Center has
announced its annual regional
high school exhibition, Teen
Spirit, opening Jan. 17.
YAC received 330 entries
from ninth through 12th graders
at 11 regional high schools and
home school academies including Ballard High School,
Community Christian Academy,
Graves County High School,
Home
Life
Academy,
Livingston Central High School,
Marshall County High School,
Massac County High School,
McCracken
County
High
School, Open Door Academy,
St. Mary High School and
Tilghman High School.
From these entries,juror Cody
Arnall, sculpture instructor and
artist-in-residence at Paducah
School of Art and Design,chose
149 pieces for inclusion in this
year's exhibition.
"I was truly please to see the

will be announced during the
opening reception.
The opening reception of Teen
Spirit will be Jan. 17 from 2 -4
p.m. at the Yeiser Art Center.
The exhibition will be on display Jan. 17 - 30. Visit YAC during this exhibition to view the
amazing young talent our region
has to offer.
downtown
Located
in
Paducah,the Yeiser Art Center is
a non-profit visual arts organization celebrating more than 50
years of serving the community
through exhibitions and education throughout the Tri-State
Region.
The YAC is open Tuesday
through Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5
p.m.
For questions, email Lindsey
at
Maestri
Imaestri@theyeiser.org or call
270-442-2453.
Visit
theyeiser.org for more information on upcoming events.

CCPL Brown Bag Book Groups January',2016
Selection

Don timiss the Arts& • • rtainment
Pater& SandrLihn s Boo Review
every Thursday

Reservations being taken for 'Sweetheart Dance'
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH - The Paducah
Jazz Ensemble will host its popular Valentine's-themed ballroom dance on Feb. 6 from 8 10:30.p.m., at the Robert Cherry
Civic Center at 2701 Park Ave.
in Paducah.
Live dance music will be provided by the celebrated Paducah
Jazz Ensemble and will include
a mix of cha-cha, rhumba,salsa,
swing, two-step, waltz, tango
and more.
The crowd-pleasing big band
is directed by veteran saxophonist and long time band member,
Ron Roberts,a retired secondary
school administrator and music
educator.

outstanding quality of work and
diversity of artistic mediums in
this year's Teen Spirit submissions. Our regional art teachers
are doing a wonderful job with
their students," said Arnall.
Painting, drawing, photography, digital works, ceramics,
sculpture, printmaking and jewelry will all be on display during
the exhibition.
Thanks to the Teen Spirit exhibition sponsor, Socially Present,
YAC is able to offer numerous
cash prizes for participating student artists. Teen Spirit awards
include first place,$150; second
place, $75; third place,$50; and
three honorable mentions, $25
each.
Additionally, Paducah School
of Art and Design and Murray
State University will each offer
two scholarships to their high
school summer art programs
valued at $375 and $285 per
scholarship respectively. Awards

"Our big band plays a wide
variety of of big band jazz standards and other songs that are
suitable for seasoned dancers or
those just starting out," Roberts
said.
Admission is $12 with an
advance reservation or $15 at
the door. Group discounts are
available for groups of eight or
more; please call for details.
To make an advance reservation or for more information,
call 270-898-0180, message the
band via their FaceBook page,
or send an email to paducahjazz@gmail.com .
All payment will be taken at
the door the night of the event.
(Cash or check only; no credit

cards.) Coffee, sodas and light
snacks will be available at the
concession stand.
Media sponsor for the event is
WKMS 91.3 FM. Event sponsors are the City of Paducah and
Paducah Jazz Ensemble.
PJE is a traditional "big band,"
consisting of saxophone, trombone, trumpet and rhythm sections, plus male and female
vocalists. The group performs
throughout the year at both public and private events.
PJE also maintains several
smaller groups, including a 10piece "Little Big Band," as well
as Quintet, Quartet, Trio, and
Duo groups.•
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Catered

hrtstmas
Cookie
• "The Pieced Empire: Antique New York
Special to the Ledger
The National Quilt Museum has announced its Beauty," running March 4 through May 10;
• "Gala of the Unexpected," running May 13
2016 exhibit schedule.
through
Aug. 9;
follows:
are
as
Exhibits
•"Art Quilts of the Midwest," running July 15
•"The Eleventh Hour: Quilts of World War I,"
through Oct. 11;
running through Feb. 9;
• "Here and There: Works by the Manhattan
Arizona,
of
Quilts
Southwest:
• "Simply
Nevada, New Mexico and Utah," running through Quilt Guild," running Aug. 12 through Nov. 15;
• "Quilt as Desired," running Oct. 14, 2016
March 1;
through
Feb. 14, 2017;
through
running
Challenge,"
• "School Block
•"Kaffe Fassett's Heritage Quilts," running Nov.
March 1;
• "The Other Side Backs," running Feb. 12 18, 2016 through Jan. 10,2017
The National Quilt Museum is located at 215
through April 1;
•"New Quilts from an Old Favorite 2016: New Jefferson St., Paducah. For more information, call
York Beauty," running March 4 through May 10; 270-442-8856. II
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COMMUNITY
DATEBOOK
Warming Center open
The Murray-Calloway County Warming
Center is open through Feb. 28. Individuals and
families are welcome but no pets. For information regarding overnight needs, call 270-7536908 Monday — Friday between the hours of
8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. For those needing
overnight shelter, please arrive at the St. John
Episcopal facility before 9 p.m. unless prior
arrangements have been made. For emergency
Datebook assistance after 9 p.m., contact the local police
Martha
Finney Andrus, department. For those needing a warm place to
stay during the day between the hours of 11 a.m.
Community
and 6 p.m., contact Murray Family Church at
editor
270-759-0800.
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Community dance planned
A community dance will be held Saturday, Jan. 16 from 6-9 p.m.
(weather permitting) at the Murray Calloway County Senior
Citizen's Center inside the Weaks Community Building,607 Poplar.
Live dance music will be performed by "Johnny B" including country line dancing,50s-70s rock and pop. Tickets are $3 per person at
the door and refreshments will be available. All age adults are invited. Proceeds will benefit the Senior Citizen's Center. For more
information, call 270-753-0929.

Burns Supper scheduled
Photo provided
WEST KY MENTORING: Earl Brown, a native of Calloway County, now living in Burbank, California, visited Murray and performed a benefit concert for West KY Mentoring on Dec. 26, 2015 at the Big Apple Café. Pictured with Brown, an actor and
musician, are some of the children involved with the mentoring program.

Murray State University students work
to diversify campus with signed pledges
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's Office of Multicultural Affairs, the
Emerging Scholars Institute and the Black Student Council initiated
the Diversity Pledge Challenge last semester. The challenge began
in September after flyers promoting a campus event, Hijab Da).
were vandalized.
In response to the vandalism, students initiated the diversity
pledge on the campus of Murray State. To date,the pledge has been
signed by more than 1,000 students, faculty, staff and community
members- Students in charge of the Diversity Pledge hope to have
5,000 signatures before April 1. The pledge has received signatures
from MSU President Bob Davies, Rep. Derrick Graham, Sen.
Reggie Thomas, Renee Shaw of KET and Murray's Mayor Jack
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The West Kentucky Highland Society is having its annual Robert
Burns Supper at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse at 704 Vine on
Saturday, Jan. 23. The doors open at 6 p.m. and dinner is served at
6:30 p.m. For more information and to reserve seats through Paypal,
visit www.murraykyhighlandgames.com/robert-burns-dinner.html.
Cost per person is $30 for the general public and $25 for WKHS
members who have attended two or more meetings this year. It is
$35 to join WKHS and attend the dinner.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits will meet Friday, Jan. 15 at 1 p.m. in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center.(Note change
of location). Knitters and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For
more information, call Dot at 270-293-5588.

Open House at MWC scheduled
Rose.
"Students in the Emerging Scholars Institute had already signed
the pledge at their fall orientation in August but wanted to demonstrate that Murra) State University, as a whole, is committed to
diversity.- said SG Carthell, senior director of Diversity Initiatives.
Participants who signed the pledge are agreeing to keep an open
mind and understand that there are multiple communities, nationalities and ways of thinking on campus. As stated by the pledge,signers agree to "enter the Murray State community and understand that
they will be changed by having been here." •
Each person ho accepts membership in the university community must realize that membership obligates him or her, regardless of
roles and responsibilities, to commit to and practice several basic
principles of diversity. These principles are to accept one another,
learn from one another, create an atmosphere of positive engagement and challenge bigotry.
The pledge and its results will be presented on April I at the
Annual Ethnicity Symposium: How to Talk about Race.

Local student graduates from
University of the Cumberlands
Special to the Ledger
Alisha Brown of Hardin earned a BS degree in communication
arts from the University of the Cumberlands.
The University announced that 570 students completed their studies in December 2015.
Located in Williamsburg. Kentucky, University of the
Cumberlands is an institution of regional distinction, which currently offers four undergraduate degrees in more than 40 major fields of
study: 10 pre-professional programs; 10 graduate degrees distributed over eight areas including two doctorates and seven master's
degrees; certifications in education and online programs.
For more information, visit www.ucumberlands.edu.

The Murray Woman's Club will host an Open House for prospective members on Sunday,Jan. 17 at 3 p.m. at the clubhouse. Women
who are interested in joining the club are invited to attend and hear
about projects and activities of the 10 departments of the club. An
opportunity to join in January and pay half dues for the remainder
of the club year is also available. For more information, contact
Bobbi Weatherly at 270-759-4578.

Authors'Group will'meet Saturday
The Murray Authors' Support Group will meet Saturday, Jan. 16
at 1:30 p.m. at Brookdale of Murray. There will be a round table discussion. For more information, contact Bill Koenecke at notecardrings@gmail.com.

CCPL offers free computer classes
The Calloway County Public Library will offer free computer
classes on Tuesday. Jan. 19 from 5:30-6:30 p.m. on Introduction to
Microsoft PowerPoint and Thursday,Jan. 21 from 10-11 a.m. on 1on-1 Technology Help.To register, call the library at 270-753-2288.

March to be held Sunday
A pro-life and religious freedom march will take place on Sunday,
Jan. 17,sponsored by the Knights of Columbus and St. Leo Catholic
Church. The march will begin at 12:30 p.m. from St. Leo's parking
lot to Sycamore Street and return. If you do not wish to march, you
may join in praying. After the march, soup and chili will be served
in the Parish Center.

MWC Alpha Department to meet
The Alpha Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Saturday, Jan. 16 at 9:30 p.m. During the meeting,the members will
be judging the poetry and short story competition. Hostesses are
Melisa Stark, Janet Dees and Marlene Beach.

Free health screening offered
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital will host a free screening
for body mass index, waist circumference and blood pressure at
Brookdale,905 Glendale Road,on Monday,Jan. 18 from 8-10 a.m.

W.A.T.C.H. needs aluminum cans
Open
Tuesday-Friday 9-4
Saturday 9-2

:

\\ A\ ( omit(

Every Donation Brings Hope

The W.A.T.C.H. Center, 702 Main Street, needs aluminum cans
for an ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any
time day or night seven days a week by driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in
the cotton wagOn.
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Grace Baptist Church
January 15, 2016 • 7:00 PM
6t7 South 9th St., Murray, KY
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SERVING MURRAY
SENIORS SINCE 1973,
FERN TERRACE
MURRAY WORKS
WITH YOU TO ENSU
YOUR LOVED ONES
RECEIVE THE BEST
PERSONAL CARE.

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE
MURRAY, KY
WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883
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Eve Marie Austin

Shannon Harris

Eve Marie Austin, 86, of Murray, Kentucky, died at 10 am.
Tuesday,Jan. 12, 2016 at her residence.
Mrs. Austin is survived by her husband,Sam Austin; three daughters,Pam Arbaugh Parks of Murray,Cynthia Arbaugh Cain and husband Barry of Murray and Kandis Arbaugh Motheral and husband
Paul of Mayfield and one son, John Arbaugh and wife Pam of
Frisco,Texas.
There will be no services.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Shannon Harris,47,of Madisonville, Kentucky,died Sunday,Jan.
10,2016 at Deaconess Gateway Hospital, Newburg,Indiana.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
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Hickman County Attorney Jason Batts, center, stands with his
wife, Tonia, left, and military veteran Joey Delapp Wednesday
as he filed his documentation as a candidate for the Kentucky
1st District United States House of Representatives race. The
Clinton Republican filed on the same day as former Kentucky
Agriculture Commissioner James Comer of Tompkinsville.

Hickman office holder Batts files
for run for 1st District Congressman

A few years ago,the Murray Calloway Transit Authority Board of
Directors probably would have given just about anything to receive
the kind of audit report it received this week.
Caught in a financial stranglehold on multiple fronts, MCTA was
struggling with negative numbers. The report from Alexander
Thompson & Arnold accountant Jason Anderson presented showed
how far MCTA has come.
"You're in a good place right now," Anderson reported before
going into the numbers with board members, which also included
words every entity that has been audited wants to hear.
"It is a clean, unqualified opinion that we are giving," Anderson
said, explaining that this means no major problems were detected
with the finances. "There have been some times in the past that we
have given a clean but qualified opinion, which means things are
fine, 'except for this element or that element.' Well, anything that
was like that has already been taken care of."
The numbers tell the whole story of why Anderson's report was so
positive.
The audit report showed that, at June 30, the current assets of
MCTA exceeded its current liabilities by $231343,an amount representing that fewer assets were used in 2015 to meet operating
needs than in 2014. Along with that, MCTA's net position had
increased from 2014 by $249,076, thanks to sale of older buses and
the purchase of newer vehicles, equipment and capital improvements on the property.
Then there was this ... MeTA's improvement came in spite of
showing a more than $390,000 deficit caused by the ongoing turmoil over unfunded pensions in Kentucky. Anderson explained that
this figure had to be included in the report as a condition set by the
Government Accounting Standards Board.
"The bottom line is you made money," Anderson told the board
members."We must report (the deficit), but that is not the responsibility of Transit. That's for another day.
"The main opinion remains; you've done as good as you can do."

Special to The Ledger
***
Hickman County Attorney and Army Reserve Captain Jason Batts
officially filed papers today to seek the Republican nomination for
The board unanimously approved authorizing Executive Director
Congress in Kentucky's First District.
Bjame Hansen to pursue a replacement vehicle for the MCTA fleet.
Attesting to his candidacy - a requirement under Kentucky law This would take the place of a van damaged in a November wreck
were his wife,Tonia, and decorated military veteran Joey Delapp.
east of Murray. The board also gave its approval with the wish that
"Tonia and Joey embody what our campaign stands for and they the vehicle be bought from a local dealership. III
share my personal convictions." Batts said. "Tonia is not only my
wife, she is my high-school sweetheart and best friend - one who
shares my belief that family is the cornerstone to a successful society.
"Joey served five combat deployments between Iraq and
By ADAM BEAM
Afghanistan, was chosen as soldier of the year for the 101st
Associated Press
business
owner,
Campbell,
he's
a
small
division
at
Fort
Airborne
and is a single-dad from Western Kentucky. His commitment to
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Rand Paul has asked Republican Party leadboth family and country reflects the kind of core Kentucky values
ers to include him in Thursday's prime-time presidential debate, using the
we should honor." II
results of a new poll in Iowa and his unusual coalition of support as leverage.
Paul did not qualify for the prime-time debate on the Fox Business
Network because an average of recent polls in Iowa and New Hampshire
did not have him among the top five candidates. But a poll from the Des
Association was asked their Moines Register and Bloomberg Politics released Wednesday has Paul in
From Front
thoughts on keeping the tradi- fifth place in Iowa with the support of 5 percent of likely caucus goers.
only happens when the tree
That poll was not released in time to be considered for the debate. But it
tion
and they voted to move the
completely dies and must be
was conducted before the deadline.
taken down as a safety precau- tree and all of the shoes to keep
"Without question the new poll would have me on the debate stage," Paul
tion," said Dennis Trantham, the tradition alive.
said in an interview.
assistant director for Grounds
"Alumni are very thankful that
Fox Business Network spokeswoman Caley Cronin said the network
and Heavy Equipment and interwe are continuing the tradition would not revise its lineup, pointing out the criteria released in December
im director for Building and
said all polling had to be completed and released by Jan. 11 at 6 p.m.
Grounds Maintenance at MSU. and have been very positive
The Republican U.S. Senator from Kentucky has languished near the bot"The new tree was chosen first about the move and helpful in tom of state and national polling for most of the election cycle following a
of all because of its location sharing their stories related to campaign targeting nontraditional Republican primary voters. He has made
next to the old tree. It also was their marriages and the shoe an effort to reform the country's criminal justice system,including eliminata tree that was already declining tree," Howard continued. "We ing mandatory minimum sentences for most minor drug offenses and
and needed to be topped and the
crimes.•
have been collecting these sto- restoring voting rights to some felons convicted of nonviolent
branches taken off for safety
ries since the week of
reasons."
During Thanksgiving break, Thanksgiving and have created
the tree was taken down to a series called #RacerSoleMates
adjust the trunk for use as the to share on Social Media
shoe tree. Over the holiday
through the month of February."
1001 Nil hitnell Ave.• Murray, KY 42071-1040
break, the shoes were removed
third
to
current
tree
is
the
The
Phone 270-753-1916 • Fax 270-753-1927
from the old tree and moved to
forward,
yet
tradition
carry
the
Facilities
the new tree by
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 am.- 5:00 p.m.• Closed Sat. & Sun.
Management.
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From Front
judge's reasons for acquitting
Cone of the crime.
The email detailed seven reasons that the judges in the case
said they could not convict
Cofre: the murder weapon had
two different kinds of DNA evidence on it; one of the experts in
the case said it was not possible
to establish the date the Cofre
touched the murder weapon; it
was not proven that the blood on
Cofre's clothes belonged to

Kentucky House committee approves
expungement bill that still has critics
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Rebecca Collett was overcome with emotion.
Wednesday after a Kentucky legislative committee advanced a bill that woul
allow some nonviolent felons like her to have their criminal records expunged
A bipartisan group of supporters said the legislation, which cleared thd
House Judiciary Committee, embraces the principles of redemption. But lingering doubts among a few committee members struck a nerve with Collett:
who battled drug addiction and spent nearly two years in jail. She has since
turned her life around.
With tears streaming down her cheeks, Collett told reporters: "I felt like if
they knew me and if they knew the people that I know,they wouldn't think thaf
way. They're coming at it from an aspect of offenders are going to offend
again. I know me,and I know I've changed and that's not me anymore."
Collett said she will soon graduate with a master's degree in social work
from the University of Louisville.
The measure won solid backing from committee Democrats, while
Republicans were divided on the issue.
The legislation would allow people convicted of Class D felonies - nonviolent crimes whose maximum sentence is five years in prison - to ask the
court to clear their records. It would not apply to anyone who has multiple
felony convictions or has committed a sex crime or a crime against a child ot
an elderly person.
Similar bills have surfaced for more than a decade but ultimately died each
legislative session.
Supporters hope that support from new Republican Gov. Matt Bevin will
provide enough momentum to enact an expungement law. At a rally last week,
Bevin urged the GOP-led state Senate to pass such legislation,calling it "the
right thing to do."
Senate President Robert Stivers said Wednesday there has been considerable
discussion among Senate Republicans about the issue. He said he still has
some questions about its application.
"People understand that individuals need a second chance," Stivers told
reporters. "How are you going to define that second chance to make sure that
it is in compliance with everything else that is out there in the world,such as
employment forms?"
The bill's supporters at the House Judiciary Committee hearing included
Secretary of State Alison Lundergan Grimes and Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce President Dave Adkisson.
The tens of thousands of Kentuckians potentially eligible to have their
felony records cleared under the bill could help solve the state's workforce
shortage, they said.
"We cannot afford to allow portions of the public that were previously marginalized ... to just be treated with a broad brush and say,'OK they don't
deserve to ever do meaningful work because they made a mistake when they
were 10 years old,'" Adkisson said.
The bill's critics included Republican Rep. Robert Benvenuti III of
Lexington. He said the measure would allow expungements of some crimes
that most people would not view as minor.
'This bill sweeps too broadly," he said.
Employers should not be hindered from having full knowledge of a job
applicant's history, Benvenuti said.
"Why are we cloaking this information and not allowing people to make
thoughtful decisions?" he said.
Republican Rep. David Floyd of Bardstown, a co-sponsor of the bill,
responded that when employers review a job applicant with a felony conviction, that application "goes down in the trash pile." III
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) - Kentucky Attorney General Andy
Beshear has gone before a legislative committee to push for a bill
he says would help prosecutors crack down on sex crimes against
children and vulnerable adults.
The measure won approval from the House Judiciary Committee
on Wednesday.
Beshear says the measure, sponsored by Democratic Rep. Joni
Jenkins, would close "a glaring gap" in state law that's hindering
some prosecutions against alleged child sex abusers.
Beshear says the bill would close the legal loophole by creating a
"continuous course of conduct" law.
He says it would allow children and vulnerable adults to testify
about patterns of abuse without being penalized for not remembering exact dates and places where abuse occurred.
The measure stems from a state Supreme Court ruling last year. II
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Rita Boggess,Business Mgr. -rboggess@murrayiedger.com

House panel OKs bill to help prosecutors combat sex crimes

Hagan; blood evidence was colt
leered two days after the crimp;
and after several people - includ.;
ing firefighters - had walked
through the crime scene; Cofre,
did not have a mason to kill!
Hagan; there were no signs of
break-in; and genetic samples.
were collected improperly.
At presstime, McCormick said
that the appeal has been filed by:
the prosecutor's office but she
has been told that the judge ha;
not made a decision as of yet. M.
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Financial Consultants (1.-R):
Ron Arent I Heath Scott
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CLASSIFIED AD RATES At"

Call

Nicki Peach

I
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I 111..11

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
.
I IN., Xis,

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

Kaci Tinsley
Murray Ledger
& Times
Classified Clerk

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
• .35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
T C,. publisher maintains the right to reed t or edit any submitted matter

for all your
classified needs
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for your
Classified needs

'to Mace 2G-2411 Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.com or stop1;y
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax:(270) 753010
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010
Legal
Notice

Love
Notice

Legal
Notice

NOTICE OF SALE OF BONDS
APPROXIMATELY $8,470,000
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
GENERAL RECEIPTS REFUNDING BONDS,2016 SERIES A
The Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services of Murray
State University, Murray, Kentucky, will until January 21, 2016,
at 11:00 AM,E.T., receive in the Office of the Vice President for
Finance and Administrative Services, Sparks Hall, Room 322,
Murray, Kentucky 42071 bids on approximately $8,470,000 of the
above-identified series of Bonds, maturing on March 1, 2016 and each
September 1 thereafter through September 1, 2027.
Electronic bids may be submitted via BiDCOMP'(PARITY', in the
manner described below. Minimum bid is $8,342,950(98.5% of par).
Legal opinion by Dinsmore & Shohl LLP, Covington, Kentucky.
The Bonds will be issued on a tax-exempt basis, subject to certain
qualifications set out in detail in the Official Thrms and Conditions of
Bond Sale and in the Preliminary Official Statement. Bid Forms,
Official Thrms and Conditions of Bond Sale, and Preliminary Official
Statements in a form deemed to be "near final" by the University
may be obtained from the Financial Advisor, J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L.
Lyons, LLC, Hilliard Lyons Center, 500 West Jefferson Street,
Louisville, Kentucky 40202,(502) 588-8639(Mr. Greg Phillips).
For further information about BiDCOMP"VPARITY', potential
bidders may contact the Financial Advisor or Dalcomp at 40 West
23rd Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10010, tel: (212)404-8102.
Right to reject bids and to waive defects or informalities is expressly
reserved.
Is) Jackly-n K Dudley
Vice President for Finance and Administrative Services,
Murray State University
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources reliable, but inaccuracies
do occur. Readers using this information do so at their own risk. Although persons and companies mentioned herein are believed to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger & Times, nor any of its employees accept any responsibility
whatsoever for their activities.
060

060
Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Public Health HANDS Supervisor
Health Access Nurturing Development Services
(HANDS) Program
The Calloway County Health Department is accepting applications for a
full-time Public Health HANDS Supervisor. With expanded funding, we
will now be able to offer our HANDS program to more families than just
first-time parents. This position will require travel in Calloway County for
providing home visits and will require some initial and periodic training
outside the county.
General Duties include: This position serves under the general
direction of the Director or other appropriate program supervisor.
Responsibilities for this position include, but are not limited to; Primary
duty to provide and direct Health Access Nurturing Development Services
(HANDS)employees that provide services in early childhood education
and family support to assist infants and toddlers from birth up to three (3)
years of age ancVor other health care projects.
Make decisions on personnel policy matters affecting assigned staff,
including performance monitoring/evaluation of staff, may participate in the
selection, hiring and orientation processes of new employees to ensure
best use of time and resources. May attend training conferences;
conduct/facilitate meetings and training employees in methods for
performing effective and efficient job. Provide professional program
administrative and technical expertise and assist service providers and
program staff. Assist or assign staff to help resolve billing problems,
determine client eligibility, benefits and appropriate services and referrals.
Prepare and review detailed statistical data/clinical management program
reports and perform quality assurance audits to oversee/monitor program
records/quality of care provided and coordination of program services with
internal and external entities and ensure that providers/staff understand
program guidelines. Perform/assist/serve as resource person in defining
program goals and objectives and establish methods/measures of
accomplishing program based objectives. May serve as a liaison
between staff and state or federal officials regarding services and ensure
that performance measures and standards for program/services are met.
Will conduct parent assessments and home visits.
Minimum Education, Training or Experience: Bachelor's Degree per
special program requirements and three (3) years of professional
experience in public or community health agency or similar capacity that
would demonstrate the necessary knowledge, skills and abilities.
NOTE: Preferences will be given to qualified registered nurse
applicants during the screening process. Substitution for Education.
Training or Experience: Master's Degree in Public Health, Business
Administration or Human Services related field may substitute for one (1)
year experience OR Associate Degree in Nursing with Licensure in
Kentucky or compact state arid five (5) years of professional experience in
public or community health agency or similar capacity that would
demonstrate the necessary knowledge, skills and abilities will substitute
for the education and experience requirement. Special Program
Requirements: Must be a licensed Social Worker or licensed Registered
Nurse in Kentucky or compact state to supervise and conduct
performance evaluations for staff that delivers direct services
per 902 KAR 4:120.
Starting Salary: $16.30420.54 per hour negotiable with additional
experience and a 5% increase upon successful completion of the
probationary period. Grade 18. Excellent fringe benefit package that
includes retirement and health insurance.
Applications may be obtained at the Calloway County Health Department,
602 Memory Lane or at http://ctits.ky.gov/dph/lhdapp.htm.
Completed application, copies of professional license, and college
transcript (if applicable) must be received by close of business (4:30 p.m.)
on January 27, 2016 to Stephanie Hays, Finance Administrator, Calloway
County Health Department, 802 Memory Lane, Murray, KY 42071
Resumes will not subetitute for completed applications.
Qualified applicants are subject to a pre-screening and selection for
intenriew A criminal background check may be required prior to the
interview process and will be required prior to an offer of employment
Calloway County Health Department le an Equal Opportunity Employer.

17,••<1

Help Wanted
BOOKKEEPER
Needed
Knowledge of
accounts receivable,
payable, and financial
reports
Knowledge of
Peachtree helpful,
payroll and quartly
reports.
All forms of accounting.

4444 O.
Babies of 015
- Actual Size -

Send Resume to
PO Box 1386
Murray, KY 42071

Please fill out this form and mint to:
Murray Ledger & Times,PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071;
or drop it off at the office located at
1001 Whitnell Ave. in Murray.

CHILDCARE
Professional wanted
for area center teacher
WI experience preferred. 270-753-2077.

3 Boy

FULL-TIME & PRN
positions
available.
Must
be
mature,
dependable and love
working with the elderly. Apply within at 1505
Stadium View Drive,
Murray. EOE

Nev
Bedroom
RIverflet
SBG Rea
Proles
293

31Girl

Name of Child
Date of Birth:
Weight:

Name of Parents:

Your Phone:

Contact NIcki at 270-753-1916
for more Information!

w
155

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.Com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

WARD-ELKINS

605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
280
Mobile Hcmes For Rent
3BR,
14X70.
2BA.Front and back
deck with nice yard)
270-492-8526

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
1BR Apt, close to campus, No pets. $310
plus security deposit.
270-556-7928

Want to Buy
'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

2BR 1.5BA, no pets.
550
month,
plus
deposit.
904A
Southwood Dr. 270293-5423

Cash paid for
good, used guns

320
Apartments For Rent

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods

519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
270-753-1342 ,

Articiss
For Sale
WATER
Sports
Equipment.
Large inflatable tow raft
and rope (new), New
wakeboard and boots.
Pair of skis, ski mirror,
2 ski ropes, 4 life jackets (am, med. L, XXL).
Entire lot $300. 270753-2804.
Selling your
stuff?

Call us, we'll be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger dr
Tunes
270-M-1916

NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

2BR brick Clean, No
Pets, $395/Month 270293-6070

H & H Guns

150

Call 7

i.

HOL
MOTO •
We F

270-:

orage Rentals

DISCLAIMER

WANTING to buy old
letters and stamp collections Call between
5-9PM 270-489-2205

mo

ONE SPACE:
$12
TWO SPACES:
$18

DEADLINE:JAN.22, 2016 AT 5 PM

TYPE A CDL agricultural driver needed. Must
be willing to work long
hours and weekends if
needed. Drug screen
and
Background
check. 270-492-8702.

14. 15.
Startin

September 8, 2015
7 lbs - 12 oz • 21"
Joe & Judy Smith

Your Name:

MOORS Resort and
Marina is now hiring for
all positions. Including
bar tender and bar
manager. Please apply
et our otheetbetween
4 daily. •

USED

Sam Smith

Length:

JASMINE'S in Murray
looking for experienced
kitchen cooks or Chefs.
Apply between the
hours of 2-4PM.

I.

2.6 Acres
on Cyrprs
4BR, 2BA
Basement
Condition.
Car Garag
All
Drivi
Walkways
$439,900
4602

2BR, 2 full bath
duplex, all appliances ,
washer & dryer, cable
& water are furnished.
$700/month. 104 Park
St.270-753-2225.
2BR, 2BA duplex,
$600/mo. +1 month
security deposit, no
Call or
pets please
293-8566 anytime.

720 S. 4TH ST.

Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Deiguid Drive
TOD 1-1106-545-110.3 rot ZIO

,
tar

6
.
TI.,, 6010•010,1 0 an 0017
awl employer

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

Retail or Office
Space

---- • 1850 State Route 121 South • ---Murray, Ky 42071

109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SO. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
ITN,I SIZI

I

270-753-8964

1IN I I PRI( I Si(1 IHIll
Pets & Supplies

5x10.. $20.00
10x30..$60.00
10x24..$50.00
10x12..$22.50

10x20..$45.00
10x10..$30.00
10x 15..$35.00

Deposit Required

Obedience
DOG
www.glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858
410

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes)
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.
410
Public Sale

lx1 $75

Public Sale

1x1.5 $85

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

2x2 $300
2x3 $350
FOR ONE MONTH

gout.

4
k41

270-753-1916

1501 Hwy 121 North, Murray, KY
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Calloway Gardens

1E11
Commerical Prop. For Rent

Saturday, January 16th • 10:00 AM

28R, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

great
3BR, 2BA in
neighborhood. 1800
Apt. B Valley Drive.
$825 rent and $825
deposit. 1 yr. lease
required. Call or text:
270-753-8242. Apply at
www.R ickmanRentals.
COM

[

Corner er 121 S. & Glendale.
10X10's & 10115's
(270)436-2524

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Auction to beheld at National Guard Armory.
There will be a Building full of Good Merchandise,
several boxes still to unpack.
Furniture- Table & Chairs, Couch, Chairs, China Cab,
Half Table, Chest, Piano, Bedroom Suite, Sofa Table,
Justine Painting, His & Hers Chairs, and More
Glassware- Pink Currey & Ives Pyrex,
Corning Ware, China and More
2 Vans, 16 ft Trailer,
and More. Pics Coming Soon
Guy Poke Leach Collection- Long Billed Marsh Wren,
Leopard Head, Lion Head, Lioness Head, Tiger Head,
Winter Cardinal, Screech Owl, Chinese Leopard, White
Tiger Head, Snow Leopard,
Mlsc- Pots & Pans, Tiller, Push Mower, Several Hand
Tools, Hoses, Christmas Items, Paint Spray, Fiberglass
Ladders, Concrete Items,
and Much More

CIIIIAVIS
UAL ESTATE 11 AUCTION
304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Moe: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479
Tommy Chayis • Broiter/Auctioneser

www.thavisauctions.com
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Ledger & Mate Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is sables./ to the Federal Fair
Housing Act width makes it
illegal to advertise any prefer,
ewe, Linutation or discrimination based on race, color tellpun, ser.„ handicap, familial sta.tus or national origin or miennon to make any Ruh preferences lurutations or docrunmanon.
State laws turbid disairrunation
in the sak rental or adiertaing
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate whi.6
is not in violation of the Law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam.(703)648-1000
Murray

VISA

HOUSEKEEPING
Services available,
Home or Office
Honest and Reliable
References available
Call 731-336-2255,

Hill Appliance
Repair

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
Out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work

(270)226-0194

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

Serving
Wel* Kentucky

Jason Hill

[
111
‘.•Property
2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek.
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Year Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

QM 291-8686
A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
We// Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Wang lowevaements
*Bath ICA:Asa

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING

C.7/77p Septic C/0317/ng of illurray

Wrecked, running and non-running
autos batteries, and all aluminum

Residential & Commercial

KEY RECYCUNG
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

Attainsci Si% DISCOUlli
'Free Estimates
alember CVAngles List

H
xs-rr
NI \\ \(.1 \II \

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

• weekly & special picku
• locally owned/operated

•Tnmming

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

*Stump Gnnding

GARY W.DICK
ELECTRIC

(270) 489-2839

Display ad
specials
for all your
advertising
needs.

*Firewood
•Insured

753-1916

Licensed &
Insured
MINI
STORAGE
In1111111
All Size Units
2417Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units

1112 Whitson Ave.

753-3853

tit

15

Auto Parts

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
Al,Shres Hand Nalied

480

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

FRAME'S

14, 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20

TREE
SERVICE

mounted

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

Call 753-5606

•Licensed & Insured

Used Cars

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

h

Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

lidestrial/Commerclal/ResIdentlal

• All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

lamesC.Gallimore

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

*Handyman Services
*Yard Work

We Finance

*Pressure Washing

hollandmotcrsales com

*Gutter Cleaning

270-753-4461

Gary 270-227-0420

270-753-2905

Start the NEW YEAR
OFF with a NEW AD

Call Nicki Today
Let me Advertise
for you...
270-753-1916
MEM

deal Prop. For Rent

Horoscope

all or Office
Space

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Jan. 15, 2016:
This year you will want to steer a steadier course
than you have in the past. Often, you don't have
the right words to describe various issues ard
solutions. Take your time, because what you have
to share is valuable. If you are single, romance
knocks on your door and could become a dominant factor this year. The romantic relationship that
evolves will be memorable and significant to your
life's history. If you are attached, the two of you
enjoy each other much more than you do any
other person. You also might be eyeing a major
change in your domestic life. ARIES can be unusually pushy with you.

3 N. 3rd Street
100 SQ. FT
merly The Red
g-retaii shop)

D-753-8964

eta & Supplies

Obedience
lendhenmere.co
270)436-2858
Public Sale

Gallirnore Electrical Contractors, LLC

"I
Make a Connection. Real People,
Flirty Chat. Meet singles right now!
Call Livelinks. Try it FREE. Call
now. 1-888-979-2264.

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-

'

SERVICES

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB OPENING,
EVENT, ITEMS FOR SALE, AUCTION etc. in this newspaper plus 85
other newspapers in KY for only
$250. Save time and money by
making one call for all! For more
Information, contact the classified
department of this newspaper or
call KPS 1-502-223-8821, email:
sparry@kypress.com
BUSINESS OPPORTUNMES
OPPORTUNITY TO GET PAID
DAILY, Great Home Business, 3
minute overview 518-530-1390. Ask
about $100 cash referral! 502-3708295 or 423-331-7175 or fredcornell legalshieldassociate.com,
Legal Shield, Independent
Associate.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
SAWMILLS from only $4397.00 MAKE & SAVE MONEY with your
own bandmill - Cut lumber any
dimension. In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
www.NorwoodSawmills.corn 1-800578-1363 ext. 300N

(270) 759-0890

Get an ad this
size(2x2)for !
one week for ;
-leenly $79.00
January Only!

..........ern MIIII EMI 1=1 ii

DISH NETWORK - Get MORE for
LESS! Starting $19.991 month (for
12 months). PLUS bundle & Save.
(Fast Internet for $15 more/month,)
Call Now 1-800-417-8079.

DIVORCE WITH OR WITHOUT
children $125.00. Includes name
change and property settlement
agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast
and easy Call 1-888-733-7165,
24/7
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
APPLY NOW! CDL Drivers in High
Demand! Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck America Training
and go to work! State WIA Grants
and VA Accepted. Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg. $40,000 per
ATA (502)955-6388 or (866)2443644.
35 DRIVER TRAINEES NEEDED!
Learn to drive for Werner
Enterprises! Earn up to 42k first
Year! NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
Local CDL Training gets you job
ready ASAP! 1-877-243-1812

WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

USED TIRES

our t•ur ic

Ask about our

if you've got It. we can store It.
New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Rives-field Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

ink you tOt

at 270-753-1916 to place your ad today!

*Removal

270-293-3248

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

Call NICKI PEACH

270-438-8989

www.hillelectric.com

Horne: For Sale

SINESS & SERVICE

ABMS

°tyres& Painting,
'Vile, Flouting. Decks

GARLANt
RENTAL

753-9562

460

LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Service on all
major brands
Lioarad & Insured

ro
•TrImming / Tree
Removal
•Licensed& insured
Free Estimates
270-753-TREE
(8733)

O.MOAN.
OP.O•Two r•

CLEAN CUT

CDL-A Drivers Get up to $0.48
CPM wit:onuses PLUS up to
$10,000 Sign On Bonus. Call 877277-7298 Of
DriveForSuperService.com

FARM/LIVESTOCK
OUR HUNTERS will Pay Top $U
To hunt your land. Call for a Free
Base Camp Leasing info packet &
Quote 1-866-309-1507
www.BaseCampLeasing.com
HEAL'TH SERVICES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA and CIALIS
Users! A cheaper alternative to high
drugstore pnces! 50 Pill Special $99 FREE Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed. Call Now 1-800-4902790.
INTERNET/PHONE !SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Intemet starting at
$15/month or TV & Internet starting
at $49/month for 12 months with 1 year agreement. Call 1- 800-4456403 to learn more.

CLASS A CDL FLATBED DRIVERS
•NEW 389 Pete's *Trucks set 0
70MPH .Starting pay up to .41
CPM *Health Ins. •401K .Per Diem
Pay *Home Weekends. 800-6489915 or www.boydandsons.com

HOME WEEKENDS! $1,000 sign
on bonus. Regional flatbed. No tarp
freight. Excellent pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome. Call 800-5545661, ext 331.
WM.!.tbdransport.jobs

by Jacqueline Bigar
Dynamic: 4-Positive. 3-Average
Difficult

2-So-so, 1 -

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You have an element of conservative practicality running through your plans and actions.
Others could be taken aback by your new stance.
You are full of energy, and are willing to take a leap
of faith. Your impulsiveness seems to be in check.
Tonight: Dance the night away!
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to be in charge, but the
smart decision would be to let someone else have
the final say. You could be far too worried about
the ramifications. A conversation with a partner will
help you zero in on what you want. Tonight: Keep

3T1N Auction
Service
ypes Auction
ienton, KY
0-705-4859

AM

Mt)/

lina Cab,

it relaxed and quiet at home.
be overtired and not make the most appropriate
judgments. Tonight: Put up your feet.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Zero in on what you want. Don't be too SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
tough on a special person in your life. You'll be **** You could be overly serious and deterheard, as long as you don't become too crazy. mined. Tap into your creativity, and you will fly past
Listen to someone who is very controlling and dif- a problem quickly and with efficiency. Be careful
ficult. You can't bypass this person, as much as with your spending, and don't allow a pressured
situation to get the best of you. Tonight: Get into
you might want to. Tonight: Where the action is.
weekend mode quickly!
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
** You could be off-kilter and trying to get past a CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
problem. You might not feel up to snuff, but you *** You can push and prod as much as you
have to deal with some issues. A sense of having want, but you won't get as far as you would like to.
too much ground to cover is very likely to weigh A difficult situation is likely to emerge if you keep
you down. Understand what is motivating you right pressuring yourself. Instead, make the most of the
moment. You might need some time away from
now. Tonight: A must appearance.
others. Tonight: Head home for a nap.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Reach out to someone at a distance. You AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
might feel as if there is a problem with a creative ***** You could be in a position where you
process. You will wonder which direction it is best can't seem to satisfy a friend or get an issue
to head in. Someone could be pushing you down resolved. You are likely to try different approaches
a certain path. There is a lot of tension around you. to the same issue. Be more forthright in your dealings with others. Don't take anytrling too seriously.
Tonight: Initiate the weekend property.
Tonight: Hightail it out the door.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You could be on top of a personal matter PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
and might want some time with a family member. *** Be aware of the importance of handling your :
Still, a conversation is necessary, and this person finances a certain way. Think in terms of making a
might be holding you back. Understand what is change that might feel somewhat difficult or:
happening around a key relationship. You need unpleasant, at best. Consider your options with an
eye to lightening the mood. A parent or boss could
the other party's support. Tonight: Make nice.
be touchy. Tonight: Indulge a little.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Defer to others, and stay in touch with
what you want. Be willing to discuss an issue with BORN TODAY
someone, even if it makes you uncomfortable. Civil-rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. (1929),
Once you get past a problem, you'll feel more in music producer Skrillex (1988), rapper Pitbull
sync with this person. Make exciting plans for the (1981)
weekend. Tonight: Hang out with your pals.
•••
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Pace yourself, and take your time with a Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
financial matter. Listen to what is suggested, and www.jacquellnebIgar.cOm.
know it is coming down the pike. Listen to news (d) 2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
more openly, and be willing to pitch in. You could
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Your church sign will he the
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hard cops photo or email it to
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd with
several given numbers. The obiect is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty levei
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday.
By Dave Green

6

3
7
8
15
39
24, 16

93
56
21
63
5
7
4 +_i 9
7
8
Difficulty Level **4_1!

I /14

Answer to previous puzzle

8 56 734 2 1 9
7 2 1 956483
3 4 9_1,2 8,7 5 6
1 37695 84 2
4958 1 2637
682473 1 95
974 56 1 328
5 1 3 2)3 7 9 6 4
2 6 8 3 4 9_ 5 7 1
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Gulf separating mother,
Ten years ago
Jeanie Key, president of the
Woodmen of the World Lodge 728,
presented a donation to Ron and
Linda Wright for the New Beginning Group of Westside Jail/Prison
Ministry at a recent meeting.
The Murray Independent School
'District board members Stuart Alexander, Jerry Duncan, Laura Pitman
nd Donnie Winchester were honthred by students, staff and friends
MISD during the observance
of Kentucky's 2006 School Board
Member recognition month.
Murray High School will crown
one of the ladies pictured as its bastetball homecoming queen. The
basketball court consists of
rin Richerson, Christina Dunn,
Linda Dinh. Mallory Cunningham,
Leanne Hewlett, Whitney Sears and
Ellen Hayman.
: Pictured is Murray High freshman Stacy McClure as she looks
to put up a shot against Calloway
County defender Maegan Starks as
Lady Laker teammate Rachel Adams looks on in the background.
Twenty years ago
The first week of 1996 marked
the political anniversary of two
Murray City officials, Mayor Bill
Cherry and City Clerk Jo Crass.
On Jan. 6, 1974, Crass was elected
to the Murray City Council. After
serving her term, she was appointed to the job of city clerk by Mayor
John Ed Scott. As of Jan. 1, Mayor
Bill Cherry marks his 10th year in
politics.
Rupert and Gussie Maynard celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary on Jan. 12.
Murray High junior Sara Williams was the offensive spark for
the defensive Lady Tigers scoring a
career-high 30 points.
• Pictured is Calloway County's
David Greene as he gets his shot
in the paint contested by Murray's
Markenny Hammonds and Calloway's Brad Duncan shoots over
yurray High's Jason West for two
of his 14 points in the Laker's win.
Pictured is Kristen Farmer as the
hutterly, Ed Davis as the caterpillar and Tenell Elliot as Alice in the
Playhouse in the Park's special pro-

duction of"Alice in Wonderland."
Thirty years ago
In honor of Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr.'s birthday, the Human
Rights Commission, the Minority Student Affairs Office and the
Campus Ministry at Murray State
University will co-sponsor two activities according to Dr. Yusin Yoo,
chairman of the committee.
In "Garrott's Galley," Murray
Ledger & Times columnist M.C.
Garrott writes about Dr. Mike Ridley, local oral surgeon, and his restored 1953 Harley Davidson motorcycle.
Out of 15000 seniors named as
semifinalists in the annual Merit Program, two attend Calloway
County High School. They are
James H. Daniels Jr., son of James
H. and Dorothy Daniels and Beth
Woodall, daughter of Robert Dale
and Patsy Woodall.
Forty years ago
Local high school seniors named
as Good Citizens of the Year by
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of
Daughters of the American Revolution are Lisa Jones, Murray High
School and Linda Lee Avery,Calloway County High School,according
to Mrs. John J. Livesay,regent.
Recent births reported include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs Larry Valentine
on Dec. 17, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Dennis Watson on Dec.28 and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Allen Vincent on Jan. 2.
Fifty years ago
Cong. Frank Albert Stubblefield
has announced a $17,457 grant for
operation of a Small Business Development Center to serve Calloway County and 19 other West Kentucky counties.
Sixty years ago
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Hyland Darnell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. OB. Eldridge, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Towery and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Buren Edwards.

DEAR ABBY: I moved over- ing her home.I'd say that's a large
seas for work when I was 18. My dose of punishment for her lack
father divorced my mom around of hospitality. If you can't mend
the same time I used to come back fences, then dwell on the positive
to the U.S. for two weeks every
your life rathyear 'to visit and stay with Mom. things you have in
wishing her
wasting
time
er
than
However, for
the past eight dead.
years
she
has sent me
DEAR ABBY: I've been marmails "sug- ried to my wife for nine years. She
gesting" in a
is addicted to Ambien and pain
roundabout
with all my heart,
way that I meds. I love her
was not total- but the constant trips to the hospital
ly welcome. and emergency rooms have left me
Because of feeling numb. The episodes are all
this,I haven't pretty much the same "Groundhog
Dear Abby
been back in Day" scenario. I'm in so much pain
by
six years.
emotionally.
Abigail
For the last
They treat her because she
20-plus years
Van Buren
I have given claims to have lupus. The real stomoth- ry is her addiction. My question
my
er about $7,000. Because I'm not is, what do I do? She has been to
welcome in her home, I told her the hospital at least 30 times in our
I won't give her any more. She is nine years of marriage. Please help
now showing regret for her previme help her. Thank you. -- TIRED
ous emails, but for me it's too late.
Since I'm no longer sending mon- IN TEXAS
DEAR TIRED: You say the
ey,she will have to sell her condo.
She's getting old and doesn't people at the hospital are unaware
have much time left, and I can't that your wife is a prescription
wait until she passes on. I despise drug addict. Why haven't you told
her. For me it is unacceptable for a them the truth and revealed where
mother to not welcome her son into
your wife is getting all those pills?
her home for two weeks a year.
too long you have tolerated a
For
Am I overreacting? Is my level of
hate valid? -- REJECTED SON IN situation that is destructive for both
of you.
THAILAND
DEAR REJECTED SON: Not
You may love your wife and
knowing your mother's reason for want to be supportive, but you
implying you weren't welcome to can't save her from her addiction.
stay with her, your question is hard
Only she can do that by admitting
to answer. I understand why you
she's
out of control, seeking help
would feel hurt, even angry. But
looking forward to the day she's no and sticking to a program.
longer on this earth strikes me as
an overreaction.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail
From what I have read on the Van Buren,also known as Jeanne
subject -- as well as personal ex- Phillips, and wasfounded by her
perience -- I have concluded that
mother, Pauline Phillips. Contact
hatred is like acid. It hurts the hater
Dear
Abby at www.DearAbby.com
the
person
at
whom
it
worse than
is aimed. At this point your mother or P.O. Box 69440, Los Angeles,
has lost her son and now she's los- CA 90069.

improved its assembly-line operation by employing an endless chain
to pull each chassis along at its
Highland Park plant.
In 1952, NBC's "Today" show
premiered, with Dave Garroway as
the host,or "communicator."
la 1954, Marilyn Monroe and
Joe Di2viaggio were married at San
Francisco City Hall. (The marriage
lasted about nine months.)
In 1963, George C. Wallace was
sworn in as governor of Alabama
with the pledge,"Segregation forever!" — a view Wallace later repudi-

ated. Sylvia Plath's novel "The Bell
Jar" was published in London under
a pseudonym less than a month before Plath committed suicide.
In 1969, 27 people aboard the
aircraft carrier USS Enterprise, off
Hawaii, were killed when a rocket
•
setting off a fire
i 'plosions
jatesident Ronald Reagan delivered his 331st and final
weekly White House radio address,
telling listeners,"Believe me,Saturdays will never seem the same. I'll
miss you."
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It should feel comfortably warm.
not hot.
Heat-based treatments are also a
standard part of physical therapy:
-- ULTRASOUND produces heat
in deep body tissues. Physical therapists may use it to reduce inflammation and relieve pain and stiffness in
joints affected by RA.The physical
therapist will first apply a gel on the
skin over the affected joint. He or
she will then rub a wand-like instrument over the area to transmit the
ultrasonic waves.
-- DIATHERMY uses electromagnetic waves to deliver heat deep
into the tissues. Diathermy should
not be used on actively inflamed
joints.
-- PARAFFIN BATH. In this
technique, you dip your hands or
feet into wax melted in an electric
appliance that maintains a safe temperature. After the wax hardens, the
therapist wraps the treated area in a
plastic sheet and blanket to retain
the heat. Treatments generally take
about 20 minutes, after which the
wax is peeled off. Paraffin bath kits
are also available for home use.
In the past 25 years, powerful
new medicines made possible by
breakthroughs in immunology research have become available to
u-eat rheumatoid arthritis. They do
a better job than any previous treatments of slowing or stopping the
destruction of joints by rheumatoid
arthritis.
A patient of mine had a lot of
joint damage before the treatments
were available, but has had no further damage since. She once told
me:"I'm very grateful for these new
drugs that science has made possible. 1 can see how much they have
helped. But if you ask me which
treatments I like the most, it's the
paraffin baths. They give me such
relief."
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor, Boston,MA 02115.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: Is heat
therapy an effective treatment for
rheumatoid arthritis?
DEAR READER: Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a long-lasting
inflammatory disease that causes
stiffPain,
Riess, warmth,
redness and
swelling in
joints. Over
time, the affected joints
may become
misshapen,
misaligned
and damaged.
For many
Dr. Komaroff
people with
by
drug
RA,
Dr. Anthony treatment
slows down
Komaroff
the damaging
effects of the
disease. But non-drug treatments -including heat therapy -- play an important role in pain relief, improved
range of motion and enhanced
strength.
Heat helps by reducing pain a:,d
relaxing muscles. You can try some
heat-related techniques at home:
— WARM BATH OR SHOWER. Soaking for 15 to 20 minutes
in a warm bath exposes the body to
warmth and allows the weight-bearing muscles to relax. A warm shower can also help reduce stiffness.
You can install an inexpensive,
adjustable showerhead massager to
better control the intensity of your
experience. Dress warmly after a
shower or bath to prolong the benefit.
-- A HEATING PAD is another
good idea, but keep in mind that
moist heat penetrates more deeply.
You can purchase hot packs and
moist/dry heating pads. Or create
a homemade hot pack by heating a
damp folded towel in a microwave
oven for 20 to 60 seconds, or in an
oven set to 300 degrees F for five
to 10 minutes. To prevent bums,test
the heated towel on the inside of
your arm before applying to a joint:

Illots From Ilelelse

Today In Illstsry
Today is Thursday, Jan. 14, the
14th day of 2016. There are 352
days left in the year.
On Jan. 14, 1966, Fifth Avenue
and Madison Avenue in Manhattan
were converted from two-way to
one-way streets to improve traffic
flow. (To this day, vehicics head
south on Fifth, while traveling north
on Madison.)
In 1784,the United States ratified
the Treaty of Paris ending the Revolutionary War; Britain followed suit
in April 1784.
In 1914, Ford Motor Co. greatly

Heat therapy can be effective
for rheumatoid arthritis

WE PIP
SOMETHING
LAST WEEK/

A PLACE TO HIDE YOUR KEY
Dear Heloise: Any tricky way to hide a house key
outdoors? The locking box can be broken into quickly
by a thief. The fake stone is obvious and floats away
or biodegrades the key. Thank you. -- Marguerite, via
email
Marguerite, I'm not sure what you mean when you
the
say a fake rock "biode
Here are a
Do NOT
key'above
the door, under a flower pot or
welcome mat.
YES to the fake rock, but put
it somewhere on the back or side
of the house.
Bury a key in a potted plant or
under some landscape rocks.
A metal key holder with a
magnet, used to hide a spare key
by
on an automobile, works; attach
Heloise
it somewhere out of sight.
If you live in a building and
have no yard ... there's no place to hide a key! Get an
extra key and put it in your wallet.
--Heloise
DIAMOND CARE
Dear Heloise: Reading your column is something I
always look forward to. However, I was disappointed
to see you promoting the use of toothpaste for cleaning fine jewelry. It's called "toothpaste" because it is for
cleaning teeth.
The paste can scratch fine gold, silver and platinum
mountings. Forget the toothbrush, baby or otherwise.
The bristles can snag and damage fine prongs and cause
stone loss.
Hardness, in the jewelry business, refers to a stone's
ability to resist scratches, and there ARE chemicals that
will damage diamonds.

ACROSS
1 Group of players
5 Grapevine talk
11 Geometry calculation
12 Individually
13 Gallup concern
14 Vacillate
15 Suffers from the heat
17 Corp. VIP
18 Worried
22 Texas player
24 Hayek of "Frida"
25 Letter after upsilon
26 Near-eternity
27 Roof overhangs
30 Bulletin board items
32 Refine ore
33 Ump's cry
34 Crescent's ascent
38 Playwright Pinter
41 Kitchen sight
42 Doted on
43 Woodwind part
44 Egg buys
45 Invites
DOWN
1 Tube tops
2 In — (aligned)
3 Choosy
4 More statuesque
5 Fence feature
6 Met shows
7 Afternoon brae*
8 Ready to go
9 Road hazard
10 Individually
18 Not to mention
19 Nonessential cores

20
21
22
23
28
29
30
31
35
36
37
38
39
40
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Bring that diamond ring in to your jeweler for an annual cleaning and checking of the prongs. -- S.D., via
email
Sorry you are disappointed, but I stand by the hint.
Toothpaste is very, very mild, and I don't see how it can
scratch regular (not antique) gold, etc. As far as I can
find out, chlorine bleach (as in a swimming pool or dilu
wing products) will not harm a diamond,
A diamond is the hardest stone,
and Hi-impervious to damage by a regular cleaning
tteitetlease dO write again and tell me what chemical
you are talking about that would harm a diamond, not
the setting. -- Heloise
FEEDING BIRDS
Dear Heloise: We love watching wild birds and have
many feeders around our yard. One of my favorite hints,
especially in winter, is to thickly spread peanut butter on
empty bathroom-tissue rolls and roll them in birdseed.
We slide them onto empty branches of bushes or
trees,and the birds flock to them! --Joyce H. in Virginia
FLOWER POWER
Dear Heloise: I love fresh flowers, and enjoy them
for a day or two and then take them to the nursing home
in my neighborhood. The residents enjoy the flowers in
the dayroom or lobby. -- S., via text
GREAT GIFT
Dear Heloise: I collect calendars that I get throughout the year. I mark all family birthdays and anniversaries, and use the calendars for everybody's New Year's
gift. -- Maxine in San Antonio
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise@Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

PRO FOOTBALL

Murray State has initial
INC road tilt at Belmont
By JEFF ANEW
Sports Editor
NASHVILLE — The Murray
State men's basketball has a lot
at stake when it travels to play
Belmont in an Ohio Valley Conference battle today.
Murray State (8-8, 2-1 OVC
West) goes on the road for the
first time in the OVC season today in what has become a rivalry
game against Belmont(11-6, 3-0
OVC East). Tip-off is scheduled
for 8 p.m. at the Curb Event Center.
The Racers, who lead the alltime series 6-4, are 5-0 against
the Bruins at the CFSB Center
and 1-1 in Nashville.
This is the first game of a
two-game road trip to Nashville.
Murray State plays at Tennessee
State in Saturday.
MSU head coach Matt McMahon knows Belmont will attempt to stretch the Racers' defense.
"I think with Belmont, all
of the matchups are important.
Everyone talks about the great
3-point shooting and, obviously,
so. But the one thing you have
to look at is that they are leading
the country in 2-point field goal
percentage. They put you in a
tough position there," McMahon
said.
The Bruins are led by 6-foot7 junior forward Evan Bradds
and 6-foot-3 senior guard Craig
Bradshaw. Bradds, who leads
Belmont with 17.8 points and
9.7 rebounds, has converted 70.6
percent (115 of 163) of his field
goals, while Bradshaw, who is
the Bruins' second-leading scorer with 17.0 points, has knocked
down 41.8 percent (51 of 122)
from behind the 3-point arc this
season.
"Bradds has had a phenomenal career there because he's
one of the more efficient players in Belmont's history by the
numbers. He's a critical matchup
inside," McMahon said. "Bradshaw is the Preseason All-OVC
Player of the Year and he's also
had a phenomenal career. He can
hurt you in so many ways. Belmont is more than just those two
guys, but they are the ones who
get all of the attention."
Other Belmont starters include junior guard Taylor Barnette (10.1 points, 363 3-point
percentage), sophomore forward
Amaze Egekeze (9.5 points, 3.1
rebounds) and redshirt sophomore guard Austin Luke (6.1
points,6.1 assists).
forward
State
Murray
Wayne Langston is excited to
be matched up against Bradds.
Langston tops the Racers in scoring (13.9 points) and rebounding
(6.9 caroms).

II See RACERS, Page 10

AP Photo
A merchandise trailer sits outside the Edward Jones Dome,
the former home of the St. Louis Rams, Wednesday in St.
Louis. NFL owners voted on Tuesday to move the Rams
from St. Louis to Los Angeles starting with the 2016 season.

St. Louis mayor:
Not interested in
trying again on NFL
The Associated Press

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State forward Wayne Langston attacks the basket against Middle Tennessee State
during a non-conference game this season at the CFSB Center.

ST. LOUIS — The NFL is
abandoning St. Louis again,
and this time,the mayor has no
interest in trying to bring pro
football back.
League owners voted Tuesday to allow the Rams to move
to Los Angeles stalling next
season. It means that St. Louis
is losing a team for the second
time in three decades. The Cardinals left for Arizona in 1987,
and St. Louis was without
football until the Rams arrived
from Los Angeles in 1995.
The decision stunned some
in St. Louis who thought plans
for a $1 billion riverfront stadium would persuade the NFL to
let the Rams stay. The stadium
plan was deemed inadequate,
opening the way for Riesday's decision that also gives
the Chargers the first option at
sharing a new $1.86 billion stadium planned by Rams owner
Stan Kroenke in Inglewood,
California.
St. Louis Mayor Francis
Slay has had enough, saying
the NFL strung St. Louis advocates along while never intending to block Kroenke's move.
The decision "sent a loud and
clear message."
"Their home cities and
hometown fans are commodities to be abandoned once they
no longer suit the league's purposes," Slay said Wednesday.
Asked if he believes the city
should pursue another team,
Slay gave a definitive no.
"At this point I'm so frustrated and disappointed with
the NFL," Slay said. "Why
would anybody want to, in any
way, even entertain any suggestions from the NFL after the
way they dealt with St. Louis
here? I mean, it was dishonest.
They were not being truthful
with us. There's no appetite
that I have to take another run
at an NFL team."
Dave Peacock,co-chairman
of the St. Louis stadium task
force, wasn't as adamant, but
seemed resigned to life without
the NFL. He said he believes

St. Louis has the fan support,
but "it would need to be a fully
committed effort by the league
and the owner." Besides, he
said, the league is not planning
to expand, and no teams seem
poised to move.
Peacock called the interactions with NFL leadership "a
head-scratcher." He said NFL
executives initially expressed
support and optimism about
the stadium project. In the end,
he said, he realized the deck
was stacked against St. Louis,
perhaps the whole time.
"Having been through this
process I'd say there was probably more of this that was contemplated and contrived than
I realized," said Peacock, a
former Anheuser-Busch executive.
With the Rams leaving, the
stadium plan appears all but
dead.
The plan was contentious
because it would have required
about $400 million in public
money (with the rest coming
from the league and the owner), just a little over two decades after the Edward Jones
Dome was built completely
with taxpayer funds. City aldermen had already approved
about $150 million, but some
Republican legislative leaders
were pushing for a public vote
on state funding. A legislative
hearing scheduled for Wednesday was called off.
Slay was clearly ready to let
go of the stadium plan, which
would have revitalized an area
of mostly vacant buildings just
north of the Gateway Arch. He
said land acquisition efforts at
the riverfront site should continue toward "a different kind
of development," though he
said there are no specific alternative plans.
Across the St. Louis region,
the mood was melancholy,
with more than a hint of anger.
"Money walks," read a banner sports page headline in the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch. "Kroenke turns his back on St. Lou•See RAMS, Page 10
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COLLEGE SPORTS

NCAA votes to allow Big 12 to hold football title game
The Associated Press
SAN ANTONIO — The Big 12 Conference got what it wanted and showed
the smallest power conference in major
college football still has some muscle.
A rule change approved Wednesday
at the NCAA annual convention will allow the Big 12 to hold a championship
game as early as next season if it wants
to.
The change scraps the requirement
that leagues have 12 members and play
in two divisions in order to hold a title game. The new rule lets a smaller
league — one with 12 teams in its name
but only 10 on the playing field, for
example — to play a title game pitting
its top two teams, provided it plays a
round-robin regular season schedule as
the Big 12 does now.
The vote by the NCAA Division I
Council passed 7-2. The Atlantic Coast
Conference and the American Athletic
Conference voted against it. The Pac12 didn't vote but later said it supported
the chsurge.

The Big 12 is the only major conference that doesn't play a football title game. League Commissioner Bob
Bowlsby said he doesn't know if the
change will guarantee the league plays
one, but it was determined to have the
right to do so.
The decision to play a championship game rests with Big 12 member
schools, whose next meetings are in
early February. Bowlsby said. If approved this year. a title game could be
played as early as next season, but 2017
would be more likely.
"I could not forecast how the school
athletic directors, presidents and chancellors will vote," Bowlsby said."(But)
we accommodated for it in our schedule
as early as next (season)."
Although the Big Ten initially wanted to keep divisions as a requirement,
it ultimately accepted the Big 12's position.
"Instead of complete deregulation
there was a consensus we should have
some parameters .. without the need to
go expand conferences and go trough

some of the past experiences we've 2009, President Greg Fenves and new
seen," Northwestern athletic director athletic director Mike Perrin issued
a joint statement saying the change
Jim Phillips said.
How the Big 12 would decide who "opens up a lot of possibilities that we
plays the game would still have to be need to look at closely."
Being the only major conference
determined. Bowlsby said the new rule
without a championship game hurt the
only requires the "top two" teams.
Selling the idea to each Big 12 Big 12 when Baylor and TCU were
school may not be a slam dunk. Foot- left out of the 2014 College Football
ball coaches may not like the guaran- Playoff when both programs had strong
teed rematch of a regular-season game. resumes to make the final four. Many
For example, this past season, Okla- pointed to the lack of a title game on
homa and Oklahoma State, the top two the final weekend of the season as the
teams at the end of the regular season, reason why.
The Sooners got in the playoff this
could have played in a title game just a
week or two after the Sooners beat the year as the No.4 seed while the Pac-12
Cowboys in the Bedlam rivalry show- was left out.
The right to hold a title game with
down.
-That's hard to swallow to say now 10 schools likely eases the pressure to
you gotta go beat them again to be the expand,something a majority of Big 12
conference champion. What if they schools haven't wanted to do in recent
split?" Bowlsby said. "There will be years.
However, Bowlsby wouldn't rule
some years we'd be glad to not have
a championship game, and some years out expansion.
"We are constantly monitoring the
when we wish we had a 13th game."
Bowlsby said. "What it
landscape,"
tradileague's
At Texas, one of the
tional powers hasn't won a title since doef is keep us from being forced to

expand."
Larry Teis, athletic director of Texas
State in the Sun Belt Conference, said
his league's membership has fluctuated in recent years and, like the Big 12,
wanted to control its own championship
mechanism.
"You've got to give us all the flexibility to be able to have a championship game, no matter the numbers,"
Teis said. "Every league should have
the right to do their own thing. Let us
manage our own league."

Clemson's Dabo Swinney wins
Bear Bryant coach of year award
HOUSTON — Clemson's Dalx)
Swinney has won the Paul "Bear" Bryant Coach of the Year award.
Swinney on Wednesday night became the first ACC coach to be honored
with the trophy named for the late Alabama coach.
Clemson was undefeated until losing
to Alabama 45-40 on Monday night in
the national championship game. The
Tigers finished 14s1 . IIIWWSwinney,
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lladay's ewes
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 pas
COSSII-UAB al Old Dominion
ESPII-lama it Whim Stale
ESPII2- UConn Ides
ESPIIIJ-ligh Pc* al Winthrop
p.m.
-Eseben Kentucky at Eastern Minas
ESPII-NNW* at Loan*
ESPN2-rru et Gonzaga
ESPNU-Murray State at Belmont
FS1 -Washington at ktrona
10 par
ESPNU - Pacific at Saint Maya
FS1 - California at Sianford
GOLF
4 aJn.
GOLF-European PGA Tour, Joburg Open,first
hand,at Johannesburg
1 p.m.
ESPN2 - Latin America Amateur Championship, first round, at La Rornana, Dominican
RePubk
1:30 p.m.
GOLF - Diamond Resorts Invitational, Day 1,
WIndenners, Fla
6 p.m.
j PGA Tour, Sony Open, first round, at
uitor
r
t
10:36 p.m.
" 1301F - European PGA Tour, EurAsia Cup, Day
9, at Kuala Lumpur, Ilibisysia
NBA
2 pat
NBA- Toronto at Orlando
7 p.nL
MT- Cleveland at San Antonio
P
l30 pun.
# TNT-L.& takers at Golden State
o
NHL
610 p.m
WSW- Chicago at Montreal

PRO FOOTBALL
NR.PLAYOFFS
Wild-Card Road
Salurdays Results
Kansas City 30, Houston 0
Petsburgh 18, Cincinnati 16
Swart'Roadie
Seattle 10, Mimes*9
Green Bay 35 rd Washinglon 18
Dfaiall Payola
Saar*"Gams
City al New England,3:35(CBS)
Bay at Arizona,7:15 p.m.(NBC)
Sanders Games
Seattle at Carolina, 12:05 p.m. (F0)13
Pittsburgh at Denver, 3:30 p.m.(CBS)
Cardona* Championships
Jan. 24 Games
AFC. 205 p.m.(CBS)
WC,5:40 p.m.(FOX)
Pro'owl
Sunday,Jan. 31
At Honolulu
Team Rice vs Teani Irvin,6 p.m.(ESP%)
Super Bohn
Feb. 7 Game
Al Santa Clara, Calif
180,5:30 p.m.(CBS)

Ms

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
RANK1NGS
The Top 25 teams in The Associated Press
college football poll, %nth first-place votes in parentheses, final records, total points based on 25
points for a first-place vote through one point for
a 2501-place vote, and previous ranking:
Pts LW
Ric
14-1 1,525
2
1 Alabama (61)

14-1 1,464
1
2. Demon
5
12-2 1,380
& Sanaa
7
12-1 1,342
4. Otio St.
4
11-2 1,270
5. Oidaionla
3
12-2 1,227
& lactirpe Mae
11-2 1,0198 11
7.1W
14
1,050
19-1
laustee
&
6
911
12-2
9. leas
975 16
10-3
10. Illailappi
8
953
10-3
11. Noes Dams
17
911
10-3
12. Whips
820 18
10-3
13, Bihar
9
630
10-3
14. Ronde Stag
11-3
563 10
IS. North Cream
546 22
9-3
LSU
490 20
10-3
17. Uall
465 21
11-2
18. Nay
391 15
9-4
19. Oregon
372 13
10-3
20. Oklahoma Sate
332 23
10-3
21. Wisconsin
280 NA
9-4
22. TIMMINS
203 12
10-3
23 NoraniteMern
128 25
12-2
24. Wastern Kentucky
126 19
10-4
25. Rorkla
Olsen receiving votes: Georgia 109, Washington Stets 51, Mississippi State 47, San Diego
State 44, Arkansas 28, Toledo 28, Southern Cal
10, Appelecidan State 7. Boise State 4, Duke 3,
Temple 2, 85111.

HOCKEY
MIL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Ana* lartalen
VI I. OT Pts liF GA
26 13 5 57 118 98
Flotide
22 14 7 51 107 112
Detroit
23 17 3 49 122 107
Montreal
17 4 48 111 102
22
Am"'ea/
21 16 5 47 126 113
Bann
18 6 46 120 135
20
Ottawa
16 18 7 39 105 115
Toronto
17 22 4 38 100 117
Bufhdo
Dhalon
Mit at 1 OT Pb GF GA
32 7 3 67 139 90
Wastington
23 14 5 51 123 110
141. Rangers
23 15 5 51 119 109
N.Y. Islandsrs
21 18 5 47 99 107
New Jersey
20 18 6 46 99 103
Plttsburgh
19 15 7 45 94 110
Philadelphia
19 18 7 45 105 120
Crane
16 25 4 36 114 145
Coiumbus
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Derision
W 1 01 Pt. 6F GA
29 11 4 EQ 149 116
Dales
28 13 4 60 129 106
Chicago
25 14 7 57 116 114
St. Lads
22 13 8 52 113 102
Mimes*
19 17 7 45 109 118
Nem**
21 20 3 45 125 127
Colorado
19 21 3 41 112 125
Wimipeg
Palk Malan
GF GA
W L OT
Los Angeles
Z? 12 3 57 112 92
128
120
48
Artrona
22 113 4
21 18 2 44 118 113
San Jose
17 18 10 44 106 120
Vancouver
13 17 7 43 82 100
Anaheim
20 2 42 115 129
20
Cicely
17 23 4 38 108 131
Edmonton
NOTE: Two points for a win, one point for overtime
lose
Viedneeday's Results
Columbus 3,Toronto 1
Philadelphia 3, Baskin 2
Cam 6, Ronde 0
Minim 4, Ottawa 1
Today's Games
N.Y. Ringers it N.Y. Wanders,6 p.m
Vancouver Washington,6 p.m.
ellelleilltarliDO ILK
atSt. leuls,7 p.m.
Natal.et Winnipeg,7 p.m.
New Jersey at Colorado, I3
Detroit et/wizen& 8 p.m.
Edmonton it San Jose, 9:30 p.m
Fitlayt Games
Boston at Buffalo,6 p.m.
Chicago at Torcao,6 p.m.
Vencatetr it Camera 6 p.m.

=

PIIIMM011

lkia,6:30 p.m.

I,
'
upgr.
idiragies
SeONNII
Neagh Tuesday
GP 6
45 25
Plata Kai& CIS
44 25
Anis Bow Oul
44 24
Fiatafra Septia,Oil
44 9
Kirissim
44 24
Vie**TWINS*It
41 22
Joe Persist& 111
42 19
Johnny Goodrum,(ay
44 16
Taylor Hal, Elm
39 13
Nickles Backstrom,Was
43 11
Blake Wheeler, Wpg
43 19
Daniel Senn, Van
41 18
Brent Burns, SJ
Four bed with 39 points

A ITS
36 63
28 53
27 51
36 45
20 44
21 43
24 43
25 41
28 41
30 41
21 40
22 40

PRO BASKETBALL
NBA
EASTERN CONFERENCE
AttanGc Dhaka
GB
Pb
L
W
24
.615 15
Toronto
4
.513
19
20
Boston
5
.488
21
20
New York
13
.2E2
28
11
Brooklyn
.100 2034
36
4
Philadelphia
Southeast Ohision
Pb 96
I
W
590
16
Atlanta
23
1
.564
17
22
Miens
16 .526 2/
20
2
1
Orlando
4
.486
19
18
Washington
.474 414
20
18
Charlotte
Central Division
GB
Pb
L
W
9 .750 27
Cleveland
514
.595
15
22
Chicago
.564 St
17
22
Indiana
7
.553
17
21
Detroit
2
1
390 13/
25
Milwaukee
16
WESTERN CONF13IENCE
Souenvest Dhaion
GB
Pct
L
W
.850
6
34
San Antonio
12
.550
18
22
Dallas
13
.525
19
21
Memphis
.525
19
21
13
Houston
21
-316
26
12
New Orleans
Northwest Derision
GB
Pet
L
W
.700
12
Oklahoma City
28
10
.447
21
17
Utah
2
/
.415 111
24
17
Portland
2
1
.385 12/
24
15
Denver
16
.303
28
12
Minnesota
Pacille Dhisice
GB
Pb
L
W
.923 3
GoldenS10e
36
10
.667
13
26
Ul Clippers
.395 2054
23
15
Saaamento
2
1
.325 23/
27
13
Phoenix
.225 2714
31
9
LA takers
Wednesdays Results
Washington 106, Milwaukee 101
Charlotte 107, Atlanta 84
Brooklyn 110, New York 104
Houston 107, Minnesota 104
Oklahoma Oh 108, Dallas 89
Boston 103, Indiana 94
Denver 112, Golden State 110
New Orleans 109, Sacramento 97
Portland 99, Utah 85
LA Clippers 104, Miami 93
Today's Games
Toronto vs. Orlando at London, England, 2 p.m.
Chicago at Ftradelphia,6 pm.
Cleveland et San Antonio,7 p.m.
Detroit atlaNanis,7jun.
Beauealbst11801140L
LA takers at Golden State, 9:30 p.m.
FrIcluy's Games
Minnesota at Oklahoma City,6 p.m.
Washington at Indiana,6 p.m
Portland at Brooklyn,6:30 p.m.
Phoenix at Boston,6:30 p.m.
Dales at Chicago, 7 p.m.
Chadotte at New Orleans, 7 p.m.
Atlanta at Milwaukee, 7 P.m

age to 11.9 points. In three OVC
68.0 points on defense.
"I think the key is going to games, Moss is scoring at a 16.3
From Page 9
be a closely guarded 3-point line per game clip.
Junior guard Bryce Jones
and run them off of it," Langston
"I am very excited to be gosaid."We're going to have tore- (12.4 points, 4.1 assists), junior
ing up against him. This game bound and play strong post de- swingman Gee McGhee (8.9
has been circled on my calendar fense. We know that Belmont points, 4.8 rebounds), junior
for a long time," Langston said. can score, but I don't think they guard Damarcus Croaker (9.4
"I am ready to get after it."
points, 4.3 rebounds) and freshhave seen a defense like ours."
The Bruins average 823
In recent games, shooting Man forward Brion Sanchious
points on offense and 77.2 points guard Jeffery Moss has been (1.9 points, 2.7 rebounds) could
on defense, while the Racers are more accurate from the field and see valuable minutes of court
at 69.9 points on offense and has improved his scoring aver- time.•

From Page 9
is.
On social media, many fans
fondly remembered the "Greatest Show on Turf' Rams who
were dominant from 1999
through 2003, winning one Super Bowl and losing another,
before going on a 12-season
run of non-winning seasons that
included a 7-9 finish in 2015.
Many expressed anger with Kroenke.

The loss of football will hurt
the region economically. Team
jobs will move to Los Angeles. The stadium project would
have created hundreds of jobs
in construction,design and other
fields.
The city, St. Louis County and the state ate still paying
off bonds that built the dome
through 2021. Slay said the
city's annual $5 million bond
payment had been offset by revenue generated by the team. Not
anymore.
The dome is part of the city's

convention center, so there are
no plans to alter it - except for
the removal of Rams memorabilia and property. By Wednesday, large banners featuring
Rams players were still up outside dome and on the interior
rafters.
Slay said the loss of the Rams
is a "short-term blow" to the
city's ego,but St. Louis will survive.
"We're going to move forward," Slay said. "We're going
to do very well without NFL
football in St. Louis."•

id

Mal at Dana 6 p.m.
Clnelind a Newton,11:30 pm
3COM LEADERS
Throw.lasedey
6 PG FT PTS AVG
38 352 193 1063 29.5
Curry, GOL
39 322 342 1092 28.0
Harden, HOU
32 294 191 852 26.6
Durant, OKC
35 340 181 904 zse
James,C11
29 248 210 741 25.6
Cousins,SAC
39 342 255 990 25.4
WestbrimiL, OKC
33 275 168 820 24.8
Ward,POR
38 291 220 915 24.1
George, IND
30 31 129 697 23.2
Griffin, LAC
39 299 274 892 229
Moan,TOR
32 278 1561 733 22.8
Dans NOR
37 270 240 82322.2
Buda DI
38 292 182 820 21.6
Anthony, WYK
38 265 212 815 21.4
Thomas,BOS
36 274 89 757 21.0
K Thomann,GOL
38 308 87 795 20.9
POR
McCann,
39 250 187 007 20.7
38 276 208 763 20.6
L=TCIRIAN
31 223 138 632 20.4
Bledsoe PID
38 284 129 768 20.2
Leonard, SAN

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
IAEA
AP TOP 25 FARED
Wednesday's Results
1. Kansas (14-2) did not play Next vs. TCU,
Saturday.
2. Oklahoma(14-1) beat Oklahoma State 74-72.
Next vs. No. 1 1 West Virginia, Saturday
3. lantern (15-2) tad not play. Next vs. Ohio
State, Salwilart
4. Michigen Stele (16-1) did not play. Next vs.
No, le low& Thursday.
5. North Cwollna (15-2) did not play. Next vs.
N.C.
VIllenover1l) beat Marquette 83-68. Next
8.StelaSab
at Georgetown% Saturday.
7. War(15-1)did not play. Next at Marquette,
Sawdry.
& Miami (13-2) did not play Next at Clemson,
Sataday.
9. Duke (14-3) lost to Clemson 68-63. Next vs.
None Dame,Sabarday.
10. SMU (16-0) beat East Carolina 79-55. Next
it Aisne, Sunday.
11. WestiArginia(15-1) did not play. Next at No.
2011ehoma, Saturday
12. Providence (15-2) did not play. Next vs. Seten Hit,
Slinr(11-3) did not play. Next et Florida
13. Virgini
Stele,Sunday
14. Kentucky (13-3) did not play. Next at Auburn, Saturday.
15. Texas ANA (14-2)did not play Next at Georgia Saturday
)did not play. Next at No. 4 MidisocriL
16. Iowa i1b2u-r3
igen State,
17, Iowa State (12-4) No not play. Next at Kansas State, Saturday
18. Arizona (13-3) did not play. Next vs Washington, Thursday.
19. South Carolina (15-1) lost to Alabama 7350. Next vs. Missouri, Saturday.
213. Pttlabur: 1,14da-;) rad not play. Next at No
21 Louisville, Thursday
21. Louisville (13-3) did not play Next vs. No.
20 Pittsburgh, Thursday.
22 Baytor (13-3) beat TCLI 82-54. Next at Texas
Ted, Saturday.
23. Butter (12-4) did not play. Next vs. St
John's, Saturday
24. Purdue (15-3) beat Penn State 74-57 Next
at Rawrs. Monday.
(13-3) vs. BrJ, late. Next vs. San
25. Can
Diego Saturday
STANDINGS
Through Wednesday
ATLANTIC COAST
Overall
Cad.
L
LW
W
15
0
4
2
North Carolina
1
14
0
3
Pittsburgh
11
1
4
6
Clemson
3
14
1
3
Duke
6
11
1
3
Virginia Tech
2
13
1
2
Miami
3
13
1
2
Louisville
3
13
2
2
Virginia

2002 Nissan Altima - Nice
2002 Dodge Caravan - White
2000 Cadillac DeVille - Local Owner
2000 Nissan Frontier Truck

Auto K-Cab

1998 Lincoln Continental - Pearl White. Good Miles
2001 Toyota Prius

Hybrid

2005 Ford Escape

Sharp

2002 Pontiac Bonneville - VF.
2000 Volkswagen Bug - 5 Speed
1999 Ford Taurus - Good Transportation
2005 Chevrolet Impala
1991 GMC Sierra

V6

Step-side. Sharp

$2,400
$2,800
$2,350
$1,800
$2,900
$2900
$2,350
$2,950
$2.400
$2,500
$1,500
S2.500
$2,800

7
7

Overall
W
3
14
3
12
2
15
7
11
1
1
4
1
3
1
3
1
3
1

a
9
8

1

11
12

Ovoid
L
W
3
13
9
7
3
13
5
10
7
9
8
8
9
7
7
10
7
9
10
4
11
4
14
3
11
5
14
2

twastent. nwleaNS
IL Beg*(17-1) cid not paw melt Al Ns 4 la7=si11pi Sale (16-1) ad net pley Nat al
No. 24 Maoist.
play vet it WO& Ihnitund (14-3) ted
igen,aurae,
Next ve. No 2
play
not
did
(13-1)
9. KifilliCky
Saar Croak Dwarf
10. Arizona Sias (13-3) ad not pley Not he.
Calmat Enda
11 Stinfore(13-3)ditI not play Newt at Oregon
Ftlay,
12 Oregon State (12-31 ad not play Nett va.
Cannes,hiday
11 Tennis* (11-4) No not ply Nut it kWINS,Thursday
14. OM**(12-add est ply Nat it Clier
home Sale Wardle
15. Tams ANA (12-4)did nal Ow Nest va atissled*.Min*
18. Rends Stag (11-4) No not la* Ned 111
Denison,Muni*
17 UCLA (11-4) ad not p* Next a WeitengIon, Friday
18. Margo Sale (12-4)lost a Mena 81-05
Next ve. bora Sakediy.
19. Saal Florida (11-4) bat laws 71-67
Next at East Carol* Sway
20. Ronda (14-2) No not piss Ant r4 Georgia
1111:-2) cad not play Mot vs. Wake
ns
.dairi
ibfli
Forest.
22. Duke(12-5)did not play Next vs. KC Stela
Thine*
23. Laisirille (12-5) Old rat play Nett it ifm
gint
24.=(14-2)No rut riMy Next vs. No.?
/Alesiestppi State, Muni*
25. Southern Ca (14-2) No not pay Next it
Washington Sala,Friday.
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West Kentucky

at the CFSB Center in Murray, KY

January 15• 17,2016
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Good Miles

5
6

0
3
Aisbustrekskillsw
0
3
INMAN
1
2
Loulaim Tad
1
2
Ilddle lonessui
1
2
0IdDe
1
2
Rends lalalailenal
1
2
WM SINN
2
2
Toess43Poo
2
1
Weston. Keelung
2
1
Soullesin Illielesippi
TinerEGION 1
2
1
BOYS
Cholelle
3
1
Overall
Tatilla-Sen Antonio
Redick
3
0
W
L
W
Rlos
3
4
0
12
Adana
0
9
Ronde
Paducah
3
13
Wedneedefs Resale
1
6
McCracken=
4
12
1
6
No games scheduled
Murray High
4
11
MO VALLEY
2
6
Carlisle County
EMT
2
6
10
4
Grams County
Overall
II
Cot
10
3
5
Minna County
41
L
W
9
9
5
5
Fulton City
4
12
0
3
11
8
6
5
Tennessee State
Paducah SL Mary
0
3
8
11
11
5
7
5
Belmont
Ballard Memorial
1
it
4
8
5
5
12
3
Tennessee Teal
Calloway County
9
6
1
3
2
7
4
11
Fulton County
Eastern Kentucky
7
8
7
1
3
9
2
5
Morehead State
10
5
14 =County
6
3
2
6
2
lacksonviNe State
12
4
3
1
WEST
Christian Fellowship
13
0
Overall
9
0
Corn
Community Christian
L
W
L
GIRLS
W
1
Regan
2
Overall
UT Marlin
1
W
L
LW
2
a
Murray State
1
16
2
a 10 MumnayHlgh
0
3
1
Austin Peay
4
12
14
4
1
3
7
1
MarshitCounty
Eastern Ninon
5
12
1
6
13
4
0
3
McCradten County
SIU-Edwardsville
4
7
15
1
5
2
5
0
Carlisle County
Southeast Missouri
1
4
6
12
Wedneeders Results
Graves County
7
2
5
9
Paducah Tilghman
Jacksonville State 74, Southeast lasectin 60
4
5
3
5
Maylleid
UT Marlin 98,Tennessee Tech 93
5
7
4
5
Ballard Memorial
Today's Gams
5
7
4
8
Fultal City
Austin Peay at Tennessee Stale, 7:30 p.m.
8
5
3
2
Fultixi County
Eastern Kentucky at Eastern Minas,8 p.m.
2
7
2
12
Hickman County
Morehead State at SIU-Edwardsvals,8 p.m.
12
2
8
2
Paducah St Mary
ont 8gi
umAs
Bsirr
Murray State at s
1
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goals in his first NHL game and leads the Can4
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adians to a 5-1 victory OW the Chicago Black
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1962-Margaret Smith wins her Owl straight
1
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Australian Open with a 6-0, 6-2 victory over Jar
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1988-The Green Bay Packers win their sec7
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3
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1
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0
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the genie's MV completes 130124 passes fca
Wednesday's Results
202-yarde
1973-The Man Dolphins, who went 14-0 ir
Alabama 73, South Caroline 50
the regular season and won two playoff genies
Georgia 81, Tennessee 72
beat the liVeshingico Redskins 14-7 In the Supra
LSU 90, Mississippi 81
Bowl to become the only undefeated team In NR
WOMBI
Mary
AP TOP 25 FARED
?NO-Jos Montane eits a% NFL rasa Mier
Wellielliaft Rada
he tosses his 3001 and 31st postnasal touch1. UCom (15-0) beat Memphh B6-4& Mates,
down passes, lading ttle Sen Francisco 49e11
Temple, Sabrday.
past tie las Anneal Rena 30-3 in tie NFC cham2. South Carolina (15-0) No not play. Next it
pionship game. Terry Bridehnv tied thrown 30.
No. 9 Kanknly,lbureday.
2003- Pot Summitt becomes the first warn
3. Notre Dame(15-1) did not play. Next at Bosen's college bashalbill coach to Wif1 800 Cevisior
ton College,Thursday
1 games Wien her Tennessee Lady Vois beat De4. Teas(16-0) best Kansas 75-38. Next vs. No.
Paul 76-57
6 Baker,Sunday.
5. Ohio State (12-3) did not play. Next at North-

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
2001 Ford Taurus
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▪ Rams...

2
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Notre Dame
3
1
Rends Stele
3
1
Georgie Tech
3
1
Wake Forest
4
1
Syracuse
3
0
Boston College
4
0
PlC State
Werasedrfa Results
Clemson It Duke 63
Ronds Sale 85, NC Sale 71
Noel Dena 72, Gsoee lea 64
62 Boston Wags 40
tech 93, Wake Forget 91
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Donations accepted at the
door by area High School
Bass Fishing Teams

All Seminar Information, including times and presenters is on the website

westkyboatshow.com
The Lakes Area Premier Boat ft Outdoor Show
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The West Kentucky Boot h Outdoor Show is sponsored In Port by:
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